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in Transportation or Manufacture, so long as all

are free to compete, and this freedom, it may safely

be asserted, the American people are not likely to

restrict.
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REFUNDING OF NATIONAL DEBT.

STATEMENTS
BEFORE THE

COMMITTEE ON FINANCE, UNITED STATES SENATE,

WITH REGARD TO

Die hill (H, B. 4592) to facilitate the refunding of the national debt, in

the following words :

[46tli Congress, 3d Sessiou. H. E. 4592.]

AN ACT to facilitate tbe refunding of the national debt.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United
States of America in Congress assembled, That all existing- provisions of

law authorizing the refunding of the national debt shall apply to any
bonds of the United States bearing a higher rate of interest than four
and one-half per centum per annum which may hereafter become re-

deemable : Frovlded, That in lieu of the bonds authorized to be issued
by the act of July fourteenth, eighteen hundred and seventy, entitled

*'An act to authorize the refunding of the national debt," and the acts
amendatory thereto, and the certificates authorized by the act of Feb-
ruary twenty-sixth, eighteen hundred and seventy-nine, entitled "An
act to authorize the issue of certificates of deposit in aid of the refund-
ing of the public debt," the Secretary of the Treasury is hereby author-
ized to isvsue bonds in the amount of not exceeding four hundred mil-

lion dollars, which shall bear interest at the rate of three per centum
per annum, redeemable, at the pleasure of the United States, after five

years, and payable ten years from the date of issue, and also certificates

in the amount of three hundred million dollars, in denominations often,
twenty, and fifty dollars, either registered or coupon, bearing interest
at the rate of three per ceutum per annum, redeemable, a*; the pleasure
of the United States, after one year, and i)ayable in ter) years from the
date of issue. The bonds and certificates shall be, in all other respects,
of like character and subject to the same provisions as the bo:ids author-
ized to be issued by the act of July fourteenth, eighteen hundred aud
seventy, entitled '^Au act to authorize the refunding of the national
debt," and acts amendatory thereto : Provided, That nothing in this act
sliall be so construed as to authorize an increase of the public debt

:

Provided further, That interest upon the six per cent, bonds hereby
authorized to be refunded shall cease at the expiration of thirty days
after notice that the same have been designated by the Secretary of the
Treasury for redemjition.
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Seo. 2. The Secretary of the Treasury is hereby authorized, in the
process of refunding the national debt, to exchange, at not less than
par, any of the bonds or certificates herein authorized for any of the
bonds of the United States outstanding and uncalled bearing a higher
rate of interest than four and one-half per centum per annum ; and on
the bonds so redeemed the Secretary of the Treasury may allow to the
holders the difference between the interest on such bonds from the date
of exchange to the time of thtir maturity and the interest for a like

period on the bonds or certificates issued ; but none of the provisions of
this act shall apply to the redemption or exchange of any of the bonds
issued to the Pacific Bailway Companies ; and the bonds so received and
exchanged in pursuance of the provisions of this act shall be canceled
and destroyed.
Sec. 3. Authority to issue bonds and certificates to the amount ne-

cessary to carry out the provisions of this act is hereby granted ; and
the Secretary of the Treasury is hereby authorized and directed to make
suitable rules and regulations to carry this act into effect: Provided,
That the expense of preparing, issuing, advertising, and disposing of
the bonds and certificates authorized to be issued shall not exceed one-
quarter of one per centum.

Sec. -i. That the Secretary of the Treasury is hereby authorized, if in

his opinion it shall become necessary, to use not exceeding fifty million

dollars of the standard gold and silver coin in the Treasury in the re-

demption of the five and six percent, bonds of the United States au-
thorized to be refunded by the provisions of this act ; and he may at
any time apply the surplus money in the Treasury not otherwise appro-
priated, or so much thereof as he may consider i)roper, to the purchase
or redemption of United States bonds or certificates : Provided, That
the bonds and certificates so purchased or redeemed shall constitute no
part of the sinking fund, but shall be canceled.

Sec. 5. From and after the first day of May, eighteen hundred and
eighty-one, the three per centum bonds authorized by the first section

of this act shall be the only bonds receivable as security for national-

bank circulation, or as security for the safe-keeping and prompt pay-
ment of the public money deposited with such banks ; but when any
such bonds deposited for the purposes aforesaid shall be designated for

purchase or redemption by the Secretary of the Treasury, the banking
association deposiimg the same shall have the right to substitute other
issues of the bonds of the United States in lieu thereof: Provided, That
no bond upon which interest has ceased shall be accepted or shall be
continued on deposit as securit3' for circulation or for the safe keeping
of the public money ; and in case bonds so deposited shall not be with-

drawn, as provided by law, within thirty days after interest has ceased
thereon, the banking association depositing the same shall be subject

to the liabilities and proceedings on the part of the Comptroller pro-

vided for in section fifty-two hundred and thirty-four of the Kevised Stat-

utes of the United States: And provided fiiriher, That section four of

the act of June twentieth, eighteen hundred and seventy-four, entitled

*'An act fixing the amount of United States notes, providing for a re-

distribution of the national-bank currency, and for other purposes," be,

and the same is hereby, repealed ; and sections fifty-one hundred and
fifty-nine and fifty-one hundred and sixty of the Kevised Statutes of the

United States be, and the same are hereby, re enacted.
Sec. G. That this act shall be known as *' The funding act of eighteen

hundred and eighty-one j" and all acts and parts of acts inconsistent

with this act are hereby repealed.



Tuesday, January 25, I88T.

Present, the members of the committee. Also, Hod. John Sherman,
Secretary of the Treasury; Hon. J. K. Upton, Asvsistant Secretary of
the Treasury; and Hon. John Jay Knox, Comptroller of the Currency.

The Chairman (Senator Bayard). You will express to the committee,
Mr. Secretary, your opinion of the bonds proposed in the first section of
the bill under consideration.

Secretary Sherman. My attention has been called chiefly to three
points in the bill : first, as to the rate of interest proposed; second, as
to the appropriation for the expense of preparing and disposing of the
bonds; and, third, as to the policy of the 5th section. Minor amend-
ments suggest themselves, as, for instance, that a 5 20 bond would prob-
ably be better for some reasons; and I will add also that the denomina-
tions of the certificates should be increased so that they will be not less

than $10 and multiples of that sum. The great body of these would
be in smaller denominations, but it would be often convenient as the
basis ot call loans to have denominations of $100, $500, and $1,000, and
perhaps higher denominations, and there could be no objection to their
use. The word "certificates'^ does not convey the exact idea of the
notes provided for, but the term " Treasury notes ^' is more in conformity
with the laws of the United States heretofore providing for short loans.
As to the rate of interest proposed I can only say that I do not be-

lieve the loan proposed can be negotiated at 3 per cent, interest. I do
not say that it cannot be, but that is my opinion, based mainly upon the
fact that our bonds now in the market are selling at prices which yield
more than 3 per cent, to the holders, showing that the borrowing power
of the government is not so low as 3 per cent., and that no government
has ever yet sold its bonds bearing 3 per cent, interest at par. When-
ever bonds bearing that rate of interest have been offered they have
been sold at enough less than par to produce to the investor about 3J
per cent, interest as a minimum. To ascertain this fact the Treasury
Department obtained from several foreign governments the rates at
which their loans had been disposed of, and I have tables based upon
this information, some of the most important of which I will furnish to
the committee. The first one in reference to Great Britain shows only
transactions in recent unfunded loans. It will be observed that all the
exchequer bills mentioned in the following statement bear rate of inter-
est from 2 to 3^ per cent., run for a short time, and were issued when,
the money market was easy, and they are in the nature of money. The
aggregate amount, about $100,000,000, would be available for current
uses, and the loans could not have been extended to any large sum at
such rates.

A full statement of the bonded loans of that country may be found on.
page 1 10, Finance Report for 1879.
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The market rate of three per cent, interest has practically never ex-

isted in England, as will be seen from the following paragraph from the
London Economist:

In 1852 consols were quoted at prices varying from 3 below par to nearly 102 ; the
history of matters for that year being as follows : Consols rose from 97 ex div. in Jan-
uary and touched 100 in May, and 101 early in June. They were then quoted ex div.

,

but were again quoted at 101 ex div. on the 23d of June. Best bills were at that time
taken in the open market at 1^ per cent. During August there was a relapse to 99J.
But at the beginning of September consols were again above 100. They remained
about that price until November, when they rose to 101;^^, and in December to 101|,
They were then quoted lOOJ ex div., but closed for the year at 101 ex div. In 1853 from
101 they fell below 100 in the first fortnight in January, and reduced 3 per cents, then
at lOli, quickly followed. But in March they recovered to 100, and towards the end of
April they rose to 101. Consols relapsed to 100 in June, and were then quoted 98i ex
div. They were as low as 90 in October, 1853, and have not since been at par until No-
vember, 1880.

—

London Economist, November 6, 1880.

The table in regard to France embraces all the loans of that country
from 1816 to 1880. I have no information of any loan in France since

the popular loans from 1870 to 1872, which was taken by public sub-

scription. It will be noticed that in 1863 the French 3 per cents were
sold by public subscription at 66.30. In 1868 the same class of securi-

ties was sold by public subscription at 69.25. In 1870 the 3 per cents
were sold by public subscription at 60.60. The 5 per cents in 1871, im-

mediately after the Prussian war, were sold at 82.50 in verv large sums,
and in 1872 at 84.50.

The statement of French loans is as follows :
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The interest on the French securities at the present market rates
would yield the investor about 4J per cent.

In regard to the German loans, here is a table which shows the bonds
negotiated by Germany in 1878, 1879, and 1880. Those are all 4 per
cent, bonds. They sold from 96 to 100|. The average rate of interest

to the purchaser was 4^.
Senator Kernan. What was the time of the bonds?
Secretary Sherman. Those, I think, are annuities, but I am not sure.

They follow the English plan, I think.

The Chairman. Not a short loan ?

Secretary Sherman. A long loan. I think it is an annuity.

Statement of honds negotiated hy Germany in 1878 and 1879, compiled from official informa-
tion received at the United States Treasury Department.

Nominal val-

ue (marks). Eate realized.
Amount real-

ized (marks).

Avera g e

rate of
interest
to pur-
chaser.

To September, 1879 4%
0ctober,1879 4%
October andNovember, 1879 4 %
January 31, 1880 4%

167, 866, 700
1, 059, 800

30, 000, 000
8, 290, 300

98. 749 %
98i and 98. 60 %

96 %
971 to lOOi o/o

160, 100, 177 45

1, 042, 889
28, 755, 000
8, 114, 783 55

Total (marks) 207 216 800 1 Avfirapre .95.55ft Q^ 198, 012, 850 4. 18 %

Treaburt Depaktment, January 22, 1880.

Secretary Sherman. In regard to the rates in this country, here is

a table, which is cut from a public document, showing the rates at

which the United States loans were placed on the market, with the cal-

culated rates of interest realized to investors, at different periods from
1796 to 1861. The loans since that time we could not compare very
well, because they were sold for i^aper money at a discount, but if de-

sired we can give you the rates realized to investors. The lowest point

which interest ever reached in this country prior to 1879, say, was in

1824 and along there, when they were refunding a portion of the old

Revolutionary stock. From 1821 to 1824 they sold 5 per cents at a
premium of 5jL. to 8, and 4J's in sums of about 85,000,000 a year at par.

Senator Ferry. How much premium was realized on the 5 per
cents ?

I? Secretary Sherman. The 5 per cents sold for from ^^^ to 8 per cent,

premium, and they then withdrew the 5's and put on the 4J'8.
Senator Kernan. You say about $5,000,000 a year ?

Secretary Sherman. Kever more than $5,000,000 a year.

Senator Ferry. What was the necessity for it ?

Secretary Sherman. Partly to meet the payments of certain awards
to Spain, and partly for the refunding of a 6 per cent. debt. This ran
for 8, 9, or 10 years, and it was finally paid off during the administra-

tion of General Jackson.
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As to the interest in New York at this time, which is an indication
also, I have a table taken from the report of the Comptroller of the Cur-
rency, which Mr. Knox furnishes me. This is on call loans and on com-
mercial paper, together with the average rate of discount in the Bank
of England for the same time, showing the rates of interest. That prob-
ably would be better as an element of computation.

* The average rate of interest in New York City for each of the fiscal years from
1874 to 1880, as ascertained from data derived from the Journal of Commerce and The
Commercial and Financial Chronicle, was as follows :

1874, call loans, 3. 8 per cent. ; commercial paper, 6. 4 per cent.

1875, call loans, 3. per cent. ; commercial paper, 5. 6 per cent.

1876, call loans, 3. 3 per cent. ; commercial paper, 5. 3 per cent.

1877, call loans, 3. per cent. ; commercial paper, 5. 2 per cent.

1878, call loans, 4. 4 per cent. ; commercial paper, 5. 1 per cent.

1879, call loans, 4. 4 per cent. ; commercial paper, 4. 4 per cent.

1880, call loans, 4. 9 per cent. ; commercial paper, 5. 3 per cent.
Calendar year 1880, call loans, 3. 8 per cent. ; commercial paper, 4. 7 per cent.

The average rate of discount of the Bank of England for the same years was as fol-

lows :

During the calendar year ending December 31, 1874, 3. 69 per cent.

During the calendar year ending December 31, 1875, 3. 23 per cent.

During: the calendar year ending December 31, 1876, 2. 61 per cent.

During the calendar year ending December 31, 1877, 2. 91 per cent.

During the calendar year ending December 31, 1878, 3. 78 per cent.

During the calendar year ending December 31, 1879, 2. 50 per cent.

During the fiscal year ending June 30, 1880, 2. 63 per cent.

I Wish to say that I have no doubt a portion of the Treasury notes,

especially those which run a short time, can be sold as low as 3 percent.,

and, therefore, I suggest, in addition to the amendments to the bill noted
here, that if you should adopt the rate of 3| for the certificates, or notes,

it might be made " not to exceed 3J," because I have no doubt that a
short loan might be made at 3 per cent., or possibly less, judging from
the English experience. They sold 2^ per cent, short-time notes, similar

to those provided by this bill, at par at a time when money was lying

idle. Investment in these short-time obligations was like having money
on call. They did sell these 2J per cent, notes at par; but they were
either for 3 or 6 months; but I am inclined to think we could sell one-

year Treasury notes, especially if our surplus revenue makes it a cer-

tainty they will be redeemed at maturity. I should think there might
be a time when they would sell with a lower rate than 3 per cent.

Senator Yoorhees. I wish to ask a question for information, Mr.
Secretary. Why would a short investment be preferable to a long one ?

Why can we secure an investment for a short time in these Treasury
notes at a less rate of interest than for a long run f

Secretary Sherman. The reason is that a call loan realizes always the
lowest rate of interest, because the creditor can take all the advantages
of the market. If there is a small rise, he makes his call and gets a
larger rate of interest.

Senator Yoorhees. This would bo, then, like an operation in the streets

or in the banks, while the other would bear the features of a permanent
investment.

Senator Ferry. In that connection, I see your surplus of 1880 is

$65,000,000.
Secretary Sherman. Yes; I suppose you have the table.

Senator Ferry. And your sinking fund of 1880 is $10,000,000.
Secretary Sherman. That is part of the $65,000,000.
Senator Ferry. I mean your requirement is $10,000,000. You have

* Report of the Comptroller of the Currency for the year 1880, page 55.
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provided more than that, because it has been done before. With your
surplus of some sixty-odd million dollars, could you not place at least

$200,000,000 very readily ? Your sinking fund would require in 5 years

$200,000,000.

Secretary Sherman. I have no doubt we can sell some notes. I have
been quite in favor of trying these short time Treasury notes ; I recom-

mended them in my Eeport.
Senator Wallace. Does the bill contain any provision by which

these may be held by banks as a part of the surplus ?

Secretary Sherman. They are held like bills discounted.

Senator WALLACE. Could they be held as greenbacks ?

Secretary Sherman. No, sirj they ought to be held only like any
other short loan.

Senator Kernan. Would they circulate?

Secretary Sherman. For a few days they might circulate, but not

much. They would be held like a call loan.

Senator Voobhees. You say the Treasury notes will not go a great

deal into circulation?

Secretary Sherman. I do not think they will to any great extent.

They might for a little while, when the coupons are just cut off. After

that, every man will hold them in preference to currency, because they
are a little better than currency, as they would draw interest.

Senator Morrill. What do you think about having any surplus in

the lace of the statement of Commissioner of Pensions Bentley that the

arrears of pensions act is going to cost $521,000,0001
Secretary Sherman. I take it Congress will manage that matter. I

want to say as a fact that we have already paid out all of the money
appropriated for the fiscal year for pensions. I have stated it, and I

state it to you now. It is a question seriously to consider, that there

is an estimate before you of $19,000,000 deficiency for pensions. We
have already paid the entire annual appropriation.

Senator Kernan. Up to June next?
Secretary Sherman. Up to June next ; and there is a deficiency asked

for.

Senator Kernan. For this year ?

Secretary Sherman. For this year ; and it is a pretty serious matter.

That cuts $19,000,000 off" of the' $50,000,000 surplus we were to have
this year, according to the Treasury estimates submitted in my annual
Eeport.
Senator Ferry. Our excess of imports over exports for the first six

months of last year was $63,000,000, and for the last five months it was
$53,000,000.

Senator Beck. Mr. Secretary, I do not want to interrupt you, but
wish you to get your tables in as rapidly as possible.

Secretary Sherman. I should like to do so. I would state that I

have another table here which I think will be of value, and you will

find it so when you come to study this matter. It shows the market
value of a 3 per cent, bond at the present market rate. I think it is the
same table that Senator Ferry has. It shows that a bond placed be-

low the normal rate gradually runs down in value according to the
period it has to run. A bond for $100 for one year at 3 per cent, will

be worth $99.76, and will gradually run down until, if payable at the
end of fifty years, its present worth will be only $93.80. Its value will

never reach par so long as the interest it bears is below the market
rate yielded by other United States bonds.

This is the table :
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Table showing the net value of a three per cent, ioud, interest reinvested semi-annually
to run 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, S, 9, 10, 15, 20, 30, and 50 years to payment, and of a three per
cent, perpetuity {or perpetual annuity), computed on the basis of the present net prices iti

open market of the Uyiited States four per cent, securities redeemable in 1907 , at ichich rate
investors will realize 'S^per cent, interest per annum.

Corresponditifi net price
of 3 per cent, bonds.

Years to mn to payment : 1 99.76
2 99.50
3 99.30
4 99 10
5 98 90
6 96 60
7 98 50
8 98 30
9 98 10
10 97 90
15 97 05
20 96 30
30 95 20
50 93 80

Perpetuity 92 30
Treasury Department,

January 21, 1881.

Then, again, if you issue a 3 per cent, bond you wonld have to aban-
don the established policy of this country, which has always been to

maintain its bonds at par. Ever since the scheme of Hamilton, it has
been the policy of the government to maintain its bonds at par, an<l not
adopt the English system, to sell bonds bearing a fixed rate of interest

at any price they would bring. Congress has always tenaciously held
to the idea that the securities of the United States should be of such a
character as would bring par. If, then, 3J per cent, is the normal mini-

mum rate of interest, the issue of bonds that would be continued below
par would be a departure from that policy, and, besides that, it would
impair the fund for the security of the note-holders in the banking sys-

tem, and would compel the Comptroller of the Currency, as soon as this

deficiency appears, to require the difference to be made good by addi-

tional bonds.
Senator Ferry. Is there not a ten per cent, margin already f

Secretary Sherman. Yes; but the Comptroller has got to keep that.

The Senator seems to fall into the impression that the 3 per cent. 10 or

20 year bond would be quoted the first year at 99.76. That is not it.

The table is made upon the idea that the bond is to be a 3 per cent, one-
year bond, which would only be quoted at 99.76.

Senator Kernan. Not for one year of ten ?

Secretary Sherman. No; but if it was issued running for ten years,

then, as a matter of course, its value would depend upon the rate of in-

terest it would yield within the ten years, and this value would be $97.90
for $100. I have here also a table that has been prepared by Mr. Elliott.

This is a table for a 3.J per cent, bond upon the assumption that 3 J i)er

cent, is the par. That is, the 3^ per cent, bond would be of higher value
depending upon its duration. The bond would increase in value the
longer it runs.

Senator Allison. As the number of years increases ?

Secretary Sherman. As the number of years increases. If you would
make it a five-year bond, it might be fairly quoted and sold at a little

above par.

Senator Yoorhees. You speak of 3J per cent, being the rate of inter-

est on a par bond ?

Secretary Sherman. The minimum rate.
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Senator Voorhees. Does the element of tbe time which the bond has
to run have anything to do with that in your statement, or do you speak
of a one-year bond or a two year bond or a bond of any length of time
making that rate?

Secretary Sherman. As a rule, call loans can be put at the lowest
rate of interest, and perhaps the rate can be kept down if payment is to

be made within a year or so, but when the time is so long that the loan

becomes desirable as an investment, then, if the rate of interest is good,
the loan becomes more valuable the longer time it has to run ; but if the
annual interest yield is lower than the market rate, the converse of this

statement will be true.

Senator Yoorhees. If you are throwing a loan upon the money mar-
kets of the world, do you say the short bond would be most valuable ?

Could you sell the short bonds in larger amount ?

Secretary Sherman. A bond payable in one year, I think, would be
sold at a better rate to a certain limited amount. i

Senator Yoorhees. But not to such a large amount ?

Secretary Sherman. No 5 because this bill does not anticipate, I im-
agine, that we shall force the bonds on the market. You can put them
on the market only to the extent of the demand for them for convenient
use in the nature of call loans. Last fall we could have sold a large
amount of such bonds, for the reason that gold was pouring into the
country and holders could realize hardly anything from it. We could
have paid for this gold with great advantage with one-year Treasury
notes, which could have been used in the nature of currency, and could
have used the gold in the redemption of higher-rate securities of the
United States.

Senator Kernan. Of one-year bonds 2

Secretary Sherman. Of one-year bonds.
Senator Ferry. Simplyto in vest the surplus money?
Secretary Sherman. Simply to invest the surplus money.
Senator Yoorhees. Do I understand that you have serious objection

to this 510 bond ? 1 have understood that the capital of the country
is opposed to that provision because it is too short a bond.

Secretary Sherman. jSTo; I think not. I think the right of the United
States to redeem its securities is a very important right. That right I
would not surrender. Therefore I am in favor of the 5 20 bond. I
would make it a 5-20 bond because that does not deprive the United
States of the right of redemption after five years, and gives an appear-
ance of permanency, and, besides, it is the title of a bond to which the
people have become accustomed.

Senator Beck. There i^ another element in that, too—that $250,000,-
000 of 4J per cent, bonds mature in 1891.

Secretary Sherman. Yes; that is important. We cannot, with the
sinking fund, pay off all these bonds in ten years. I think we shall
have to reserve the right to let some of them run twenty years. It does
us no harm, because we can pay them at the end of five years if we
have a surplus revenue.

Senator Ferry. It gives you command of the situation.
Secretary Sherman. It gives us command of the situation.
Senator Ferry. You pay in twenty years if not before? You have

the right of redemption in ten years ?

Secretary Sherman. If you make this a 5-10 bond, the loan would
mature and have to be paid at the very time the 4^ per cents mature,
and we might get ourselves into a corner.

Senator Yoorhees. I have an impression that one of the objections
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to a short bond, a 5-10 bond, in such large amounts, is that it would
not permanently fix itself as an investment ; for instance, take large
estates, or take men who have retired from business with millions of
dollars that they want to put away ; they would not wish to be dis-

turbed again in the course of five or ten years ; they would prefer a
more permanent investment than that. I am very glad to hear you say
that you think a bond at 3J even could be floated. The extension of
from ten to twenty years is not, I think, of so much importance. The
privilege already of the government to commence at five years, if we
have the surplus to use it and pay it, is an important privil/ge.

Senator Kernan. As I understand the Secretary, in his judgment
we should be able to negotiate a 5-10 bond at 3J per cent. ?

Secretary Sherman. Yes; I think a 3J per cent, bond, running for

five years, would sell at par.

Senator Ferry. As your sinking fund is forty-odd millions of dol-

lars, and there is more or less surplus money that wants to be invested,
which meets the point made by Senator Voorhees, that there is a
great deal of idle. money that men would like to invest, with that sur-

plus money and the demand of the sinking fund at forty-odd millions,

can you not place $250,000,000 at 3 per cent. ?

Secretary Sherman. You cannot tell what the surplus revenue will

be. It is true that all the money you mention may be seeking invest-

ment, but purchasers will take the best investment in the market. If

railroads or other securities will pay a greater interest than government
securities, investment will be made in them. Large portions of these
sums would probably be invested in government securities, but, if so,

it would be in those that can be bought the cheapest and yield the highest
rateof interest. At present, any of the other government bonds at market
rates will pay a higher rate of interest than three per cent. There would
be no object in the holders of such funds purchasing three per cent.

bonds. You must offer a bond that is as good in the market as other
government bonds, or you cannot expect to sell. No one knows how
many of the small notes would be absorbed. It may be $50,000,OCO;

it may be more ; but your real reliance must be upon the bonds that

are offered.

Senator Morrill. If you do not have a repetition of the year 1879,

and the tremendous speculation in New York should result in a revul-

sion, so that the market was changed, would not that make some differ-

ence in the negotiation of any large loan !

Secretary Sherman. There might be some revulsion. I always speak
of the present favorable condition of affairs. If you do not avail your-

self of this, I cannot foresee the result.

Senator Beok. Before you leave this particular point—the bill passed
by the House provides that the bonds and certificates to be issued *' shall

be in all other respects of like character and subject to the same pro-

visions as the bonds authorized to be issued by the act of July 14, 1870,

entitled * An act to authorize the refunding of the national debt, and
acts amendatory thereto.'" The provisions of all these laws require you
to give 90 days' notice before you can pay off any of the bonds issued

under them. Why should we not in issuing these new bonds so far

modify the law a3 to authorize them to be paid upon 30 days' notice ?

Secretary Sherman. There is no objection to that.

Senator Beck. Unless you desire to retain that privilege, I want to

know why we should not make it 30 days.

The Chairman. Would not the proviso from line 31 to line 35 repeal

that?
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Senator Ferey. That applies to the interest on the 6 per cent, bonds.

Secretary Sherman. This is provided for by a substitute I have pre-

pared for section 5, providing that, when these bonds are called, there

shall be but one month's notice to holders.

Senator Beck. Why would it not be well after line 29 to iusert the

words *' except it shall be paid after notice of thirty days,'' instead of

ninety days, as now provided ?

Secretary Sherman. Precisely ; that we have got here at a different

place.

Senator Beck. You propose to ameud that

!

Secretary Sherman. Yes.

Senator Beck. 1 beg pardon.
Secretary Sherman. This is the table showing the net value of a

three and a half^ev cent, bond, interest reinvested semi-annually, to run
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 15, 20, 30, and 50 years to payment, and of 3

J

per cent, perpetuities (or i^erpetual annuities), computed on the basis of

the present net prices in open market of the U. S./owr per cent, consols

of 1907

:

Tears to Corresponding net
run to price of 3^ per

payment.
'

cent, bonds.

1 100.24

2 100.48

3 100.71

4 100.93

5 101.15

6 101.35

7 101.55

8 101.75

9 101.9

10. 102.1

15 102.9

20 103.7

30 104.8

50 106.2

Perpetuity 107.7

E. B. ELLIOTT.
Treasury Department,

Washington, 1). C, January 24, 1881.

Note.—The rate of interest realized to investors in the four per cent, bonds, at
present prices, on the assumption that the bonds will be paid as soon as red ©m able, is

three and a fourth per cent, per annum.

[gl have another table here which I think would be interesting to you,
and it is an answer to some arguments made in the House. I do not
know that 1 am at liberty here to talk of what was done in (he House,
but I suppose the committee can. Mr. Kelley, with a good deal of in-

genuity, endeavored to show that it was not our interest to refund now,
but w« should, leaving the 5 or pef cent, bonds outstanding, just go
on and pay them from the suri)lus revenue. In order to ascertain
whether that was practical or not, I had this computation very care-
fully made. This shows the amount of interest we would be required
to pay on the 5 and 6 per cent, bonds if they were retired at the rate of
$50,000,000 per year, and that is what is proposed ; and also another
column showing the amount of interest to be paid on them if retired at
the rate of $100,000,000 a year. It shows that we would pay on 5 and
6 per cent, bonds, if they were not refunded, but redeemed at the rate
he proposes of $50,000,000 a year, $232,500,000 in interest. If paid off

at the rate of $100,000,000 a year, it would be $125,500,000. If these
bonds are refunded at 3J per cent., and redeemed at the rate of
$50,000,000 a year, we would pay $159,250,000 for interest.
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Senator Voorhees. At $50,000,000 a year, commercing five years
from now ?

Secretary Sherman. Xo, from this time on.

Senator Voorhees. Please repeat the last statement.
Secretary Sherman. I say, if you authorize the 3J per cent, bond as

proposed in case the bill is amended, and apply 850,000,000 annually to
redemptions, we would have paid in interest before they are all redeemed
8159,250,000, which is about $80,000,000 l-ss than we would pav under
Mr. Kelley's plan. But if we redeem at the rate of $100,000,000 per
annum we would only pay $87,750,000, or about $40,000,000 less. I sup-
pose his argument, to state it fairly, would be that we ought not to issue

bonds that could not be refunded and paid oft' at the proper time, and
in that I agree with him, but we ought to refund, saving the right to

redeem in short periods.

The Chairman. He has borne in mind nothing but the aggregation
of interest. That was his theory.

Secretary Sherman. If the bill is passed as it came from the House,
and we could by a possibility sell those bonds at par, the amount of in-

terest we would pay at 3 per cent., supposing the redemptions to be
made at the rate of $50,000,000 a year, would be $136,500,000, about
$20,000,000 of interest less during the whole period than on the scale of ,

3J per cent. ^
Senator Kernan. You would save $20,000,000 of interest. ^1
Secretary Sherman. We might save $20,000,000 of interest at3 percent.,

but at the same time in negotiating your bonds, in the delay and pro-

crastination in the sale of those bonds, we would very probably lose all

or more than we might save by the difference. As a matter of course any
Secretary would desire to sell bonds at 3 per cent., and I think some I

certificates can be sold at that rate, but it may be a serious matter if
'

we fail in this negotiation and have to go back to Congress for power to

refund at a higher rate.

The statement of interest payments on the various bonds is as fol-

lows:

Statement showing interest payments required on three, three and a half, five, and six per
cent, bonds for various periods.

Five

and

six

per

cent,

bonds

continued,

to

be

redeemed

fifty

millions

per

year.*

Five

and

six

per

cent,

bonds

continued

and

redeemed

at

rate

of

one

hundred

mil-

lions

per

year.*

Refunded

at

three

and

a

half

per

cent.,

and

redeemed

at

rate

of

fifty

millions

per

year. Refunded

at

three

and

a

half

per

cent.,

and

redeemed

at

rate

of

one

hundred

m
i
1-

lions

per

year.

Refunded

at

three

per

cent.,

and

redeemed

at

rate

of

fifty

mil-

lions

per

year.

Refunded

at

three

per

cent

,

and

redeemed

at

rate

of

one

hun-

dred

millions

per

year.t;

First year
Second year
Third year
Fourth year
Fifth year
Sixth year
Seventh year
Eighth year
Ninth year
Tenth year
Eleventh year
Twelfth year
Thirteenth vear

134, 500, 000
31, 500, 000
28, 500, 000
25, 500, 000
22, 500, 000
20, 000, 000
17, 500, 000
15. 000, 000
12, 500, 000
10, 000, 000
7, 500, 000
5, 000, 000
2, 500, 000

$34, 500, 000
28, 500, 000
22, 500, 000
17, 500, 000
12, 500, 000
7, 500, 000
2, 500, 000

$82, 750, 000

21, 000, 000

19,2.50.000

17, 500, 000
15, 750, 000
14,000,000
12, 250, 000
10,500,000
8,750,000
7,000,000
5, 250, 000
3.500,000
1,750,000

$22, 750, 000
19, 250, eoo
15, 750, 000
12, 250, 000
8, 750, 000
5, 250, 000
1, 750, 000

$19, 500 000
18, 000, 000
16, 500, 000
15, 000, 000
13, 500, 000
1-2, 000, 000
10, 500, 000
9, 000, 000
7, 500, 000
6, 000, 000
4, 500, 000
3, 000, 000
1, 500, 000

$19, 500, 000
16,500,000
13, 500, 000
10, 500, 000
7, 500, 000
4, 500, 000
1, 500, 000

.

'

Total 232, 500, 000 125, 500, 000 159,250,000 85, 750, 000 136, 500, 000 73, 500, 000

* Assuming that the six per cent, bonds would be redeemed first and that the amount of bonds at the
beginning was $650,000,000.

t Only three hundred millions could be redeemed in the first five years under present bill.
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Senator Kernan. Wben you come to that point, state to us why it

would not be wise to say that the Secretary shall negotiate at a rate not
exceeding 3 J per (;ent.

Senator Voorhees. Making the rate not exceeding 3J per cent, fixes

it practically at that rate; you will not sell for less than that?
Secretary Sherman. No, it does not fix it. The same discretion

would remain as in 1877, in the 4J per cent, bonds.

Senator Morrtll. You stopped the sale of those ?

Senator Ferry. Did that not show that the judgment of Congress
did not meet the possibilities of the market?

Secretary Sherman. It showed then ; but it does not follow because
you could sell at 4 per cent., you can reduce it down.

Senator Ferry. But that being the case in that instance, where there
were 5's and 4i's and 4's, the result was, that your judgment moved
you to arrest the sale of the 5's and 4J's and confine yourself to the 4's.

In view of the fact that your sinking fund requires forty odd million

dollars a year, which in five years would absorb $200,000,000, and then
considering the surplus money that wants to be placed in these low-rate
bonds, simply on call, now with $200,000,000, say, that you have already,
if such could be placed at 3 per cent, on short time, on what length of
time can the l)alance of the $700,000,000 be placed at 3 per cent., in your
judgment, over the $200,000,000? There is no question about the
$200,000,000.

Senator Kernan. I suggest to the Senator to let the Secretary get
down with his tables to section 5.

Secretary Sherman. I will give another table bearing on the same
question. In referring to the sinking fund, I produce this table for the
purpose of showing how rapidly the requirements of the sinking fund
would pay off the debt, and how important it is to have our bonds in
reach so that we would not have to pay premium.

Requirements of the sinlchig fund for 10 years.

For the fiscal year ending June 30, 1882 $43,386,645 00
For the fiscal year ending June 30, 1883 45,122,110 80
For the fiscal year ending June 30, 1884 46, 926, 995 24
For the fiscal year ending June 30, 1885 48,804,075 04
For the fiscal year ending June 30, 1886 50,756,238 04
For the fiscal year ending June 30, 1887 52, 786, 487 56
For the fiscal year ending June 30, 1888 54,897,947 07
For the fiscal year ending June 30, 1889 ,. 57,093,864 9S
For the fiscal year ending June 30, 1890 59,377,619 55
For the fiscal year ending June 30, 1891 61,752,724 33

520,904,707 58

Becapitulaiion.

For first two years $88,508,755 80
For first three years 135,435,751 04
For first four years 184,239,826 08
For first five years 234,966,064 12

Note.—In the 5th year (July 1, 1886), the $100,000,000 5-10 bonds provided for in
the House bill will be redeemable.

There is another matter here which I do not wish to omit. The
House has reduced the expenses of issuing the bonds to J of I per cent.
1 know that is founded upon the fact that with the 4 per cents we reduced
the expenses to a fraction over a quarter of one per cent.

Senator Voorhees. You speak of the expenses of sale !

Secretary Sherman. The entire expenses of sale. I have got some
2nb
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iigures here. The fact is that no government in the world, I think, has
ever sold its securities at an expense of less than 1 per cent, until in

this country, and we have done it by adopting the popular system.
The French, you know, paid a great deal in various ways to the Bank
of France, and England has always paid high rates, as has also Ger-
many, but in our country but J of 1 per cent, is allowed. During
thewar the allowance on all the loans was 1 per cent. The funding
act reduced it to J of 1 per cent., and very properly, because that was a
refunding operation, and not an original borrowing. Here is a table
showing the expenses and the nature of the expenses of disposing of

the 4 per cent, loan, with the commissions to the syndicate. The
amount paid to the syndicate was $386,000. That was in 1877 and the
first of 1878. The commissions, however, paid under circulars to every
public subscription amount to $1,563,000. Anybody could come in.

For the extra force employed there was paid 8190,000 5 extra compen-
sation paid under the act of Congress for clerks who had to woik night
and day, $10,000; engraving plates, printing, &c., $308,000; transpor-

tation, $163,000 ; incidental expenses, $23,000. The total amount was
$2,645,000. The amount allowed by the House would allow no commis-
sions to banks and bankers. Now, I cannot state too strongly the im-

portance of such commissions. With it we can enlist the active assist-

ance of all these financial agencies. Without it we would have them
against us or indifferent. The small fraction paid them is insignificant

compared to the saving to the government of a prompt and rapid sale

of these bonds. This saving is over $1,125,000 a month. No one fa-

miliar with this business can doubt but that the aid of banks and bank-
ers will expedite these sales several mouths. When the sales are under
full operation we can then deny commissions, as I did with the 4 per
cents ; but at the commencement of the loan we must offer them some
profit or inducement.

Senator Kernan. That was in disposing of the 4 per cents.

Secretary Sherman. In disposing of the 4 per cents. The amount
appropriated was $3,704,000, and we saved $1,058,000, but the whole of
that saving was in the sale of the last $300,000,000, when we paid no
commission at all; the sales got to running so very well.

Senator Ferry. Have you a percentage of cost?
Secretary Sherman. No ; but I can give it. It was from one-eighth

to one-fourth.

Senator Ferry. There is a prejudice in the public mind in regard toj

the syndicates, that they have been very expensive, and it might bej

well to have those figures.

Secretary Sherman. The syndicate did not get one-seventh of th€

entire expense.
Senator WALLACE. The commissions paid to the syndicate amounted

to $386,000.
Secretary Sherman. I say to you that you cannot start this loan oii

i of 1 per cent. You have got to follow the usual methods by allowing
some commissions on sales.

Senator Voorhees. flow much is provided by the bill f

Senator Allison. The bill provides for J of 1 per cent.

The Chairman. You paid no commission on the last $300,000,000?
Secretary Sherman. No; simply because it was selling so fast. Oi

that last loan we gave no commission to anybody. The loan was selling

fast enough without.
Senator Kernan. Is this commission anything excex)t to make th^

discount when they take a certain amount ?
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Secretary Sherman. That is all. We say to the workl, " If you com&
here aud take $10,000 of this loan, we will give you a discount of J of 1
per cent. If you take $1,000,000, we will give you a discount of J of 1
per cent., and so on.

Senator Kernan. And towards the last they came so freely that they
took them without any discount '^

Secretary Sherman. On the two last circulars issued under thos&
loans we did not give anything at all. Indeed we raised the rates. W&
charged them a premium.
The Chairman. But the average was about three-eighths of one per

cent.

Secretary Sherman. Yes; but to commence, we must have a half, for
the reason that you cannot purchase paper and make orders for engrav-
ing and printing for less, but then towards the end we might save.

Senator Kernan. You would still expect to get through on a quarter
of 1 per cent., but you want to begin on one-half?

Secretary Sherman. We got through on between one quarter and
three-eighths. The transportation is a very large item. This is the
statement

:

Stalement showing the ex/penses of issuing the A per cent, consols o/1907.

Commissions paid to the syndicate $386,369 68
Commissions paid under the circulars 1,563,523 28
Extra force employed 190,633 82
Extra compensation paid 9, 968 55
Engraving plates and printing bonds and certificates 308, 465 38
Transportation by express, messengers, &c 163, 381 2&
Incidental expenses 23,460 60

Total amount expended 2,645,802 60

Total amount of subscriptions to the 4 % consols of 1907, to date 697, 939, 550 OO
Amount exchanged for 5-20'8 and 10-40'8 2,895,500 00
Amount of refunding certificates sold 40,012,750 OO

Total 740,847,800 00

One-half of one per cent, appropriation on the above amount 3,704,239 OO
Amount expended from this fund 2, 645, 802 00

Remaining unexpended 1,058,436 40

Treasury Department, Secretary's Office, July 1, 1880.

In regard to the fifth section of the bill, ^Mr. Knox is here and caa
give you his ideas. I think that this section will rather defeat the ob-
ject in view. There is an amendment here which is of practical impor-
tance that has already been suggested by Senator Beck. The bill does
not provide the mode and manner of calling in the bonds that are issued.
The act of 1870 provides a mode of redeeming the bonds to be issued
under it by paying the last bonds issued first. This bill should contain
some provision such as Senator Beck suggested, providing a way in
which they should be paid and the notice that should be given.
Senator Beck. Look at line 29 of section 1, and see if we cannot do it

in a line there by adding " 30 days" instead of 90 days as now pro-
vided.

, Secretary Sherman. That only relates to the 5 per cents that we re-

"deem, not to the bonds that we are issuing.
Senator Beck. Yes ; it says that they shall be interest-bearing notes

at the rate of 3 per cent, "redeemable at the pleasure of the United
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States," &c., aud the *' bonds and certificates," that is, those to be issued,
" shall be, in all other respects, of like character aud subject to the same
provisions as the bonds authorized to be issued by the act of July 14,

1870, entitled," &c. Then, after line 29 add " except that they shall be
paid after notice of 30 days instead of 90 days as hitherto provided."

Secretary Sherman. Bat you must provide also that the last issued
should be paid first, and I think you had better put it in the form of a
separate section, similar to the law of 1870. I suggest the follow ing pro-

vision :

Sec. 5. The payment of any of the bonds or notes hereby authorized
after the expiration of the said terms of one and five years, shall be
made in amounts to be determined from time to time by the Secretary of
the Treasury, at his discretion, the bonds so to be paid to be distin-

guislied and described by the dates and numbers, beginning for each
successive payment with the bonds of each class last dated and num-
bered, of the time of which intended payment or redemption the Secre-

tary of the Treasury shall give public notice, and the interest on the
particular bonds so selected at any time to be paid shall cease at the
expiration of one month from the date of such notice.

Senator Bf.ck. That covers the whole question.

Senator Allison. You find the provision about taking the last bond
first to be a good one in practice rather than to select from the whole
number by lot ?

Secretary Sherman. It holds out a gentle inducement to a man to

come in first.

Senator Allison. Do you think that a wise provision "I

Secretary Sherman. There is no objection to it. The last man who
takes the bond is the first one to be paid off.

Senator Ferry. Why does it induce another to come in first ?

Secretary Sherman. Because his bonds will run longer. He will feel

that his securities cannot be called in until all the others are paid off',

and he will be the more eager to come in to take them. That is the

theory of the law. I remember why that was put in. It was put in to

induce peoi)le to take the bonds more promptly.
Senator Voorhees. Mr. Secretary, I want to get the precise words

that you asked to be inserted in lieu of the term " certificate."

Secretary Sherman. '' Treasury notes.'^

Senator Voorhees. " United States Treasury notes"?
Secretary Sherman. Noj simply "Treasury notes."

Senator Beck. Is section 4, as it now reads, satisfactory, and does it

give you the authority you desire ?

Secretary Sherman. Yes, sir; I think that is all right.

Senator Beck. That would enable you to take the money out of the

Treasury in surplus, so as to make this an appropriation bj^ law.

Secretary Sherman. We can reimburse it by the sale of the bonds.

It will tend to save interest.

Senator Ferry. In that section it is provided that you shall use not
exceeding $50,000,000 of gold aud silver coin in the Treasury, and then

in another part of the section that you may at any time apply the sur-

plus money in the Treasury.
Secretary Sherman. That is over and above.
Senator Ferry. It confines you to $50,000,000.
Secretary Sherman. I think myself it ought to be confined, because

you would not like to leave the Secretary power to strip the Treasury
bare of money.
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Senator Ferry. But this leaves a discretion at any time to apply the

surplus money.
Secretary Sherman. The truth is he has the power now, and has

exercised it for twenty years.

Senator Ferry. Then what is the point of fixing $50,000,000 ?

Secretary Sherman. That is the limit, and I think a very wise limit.

Senator Yoorhees. I do not know that it would aftect the operation

of the bill, yet it is an awkward mode of expressing it, it seems to me,,

because in the forepart of the section there is a limit, and immediately
afterwards it is followed by no limit.

Senator Kernan. That is the surplus money. He is to use money
that is held there for another purpose to the amount of 850,000,000.

Secretary Sherman. He can use $50,000,000 of the resumption fund.
Senator Ferry. The bill does not say that.

Senator Beck. I understand that the Constitution provides that you
can take no money out of the Treasury except by virtue of an appro-
priation made by law.

Secretary Sherman. That is true.

Senator Beck. Therefore, this surplus that you have over and above
what is necessary for the sinking fund you cannot use unless there is an
appropriation authorizing you to do it.

Secretary Sherman. No, we cannot use it. This fund is specially set

aside by law for the redemption of United States notes, and the Secre-

tary of the Treasury has no more power to diminish that fund than any
other fund.

Senator Beck. Then there is a proviso at the close of section 4:

That the bonds and certificates so purchased or redeemed shall constitute no part
of the sinking fund, hut shall be canceled.

That means that you shall not swell up your sinking fund by the use
of this money beyond what is otherwise provided.

Secretary Sherman. That is right.

Senator Allison. That is, you reimburse this fund to sell these
bonds.

Secretary Sherman. In other words, you take that as capital to be-
gin to redeem with.

Senator Ferry. Is not this $50,000,000 applied to the surplus fund
that accumulates in the Treasury?

Secretary Sherman. No; that is for resumption.
Senator Ferry. But the phraseology does not express it. The lan-

guage is, *'if in his opinion it shall become necessary to use not exceed-
ing $50,000,000 of the standard gold and silver coin in the Treasury."

Secretary Sherman. That is set aside as a redemption fund. The
standard gold and silver is part of the resumption fund.

Senator Ferry. Do you make discrimination between the moneys of
the Treasury ?

Secretary Sherman. We do not. The fact is that the gold and sil-

ver are kept there for the purpose of redeeming the legal-tender notes
upon presentation, as required by law. Here is a statement showing
that the surplus revenues of the government from 1866 to 1880 have
varied very much:
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Sftiiemetit showing the net receipts, net expenditures, and surplus revenues of the government
for each fiscal year from 1866 to 1880 inclusive.

Tear ending June 30—

1867
1868
1869
1870
1871
1872.
1873
1874,
11875

1876
1877.
1878,
1879,
1880.

Net receipts.

$558, 032,

490, 634,

405, 638,

370, 943,

411, 255,

383. 323,

374, 106,

333, 738,

289, 478,

288, 000,

267, 482,

269, 000,

257, 763,

273, 827,

333, 526,

620 06
010 27
083 32
747 21
477 63
944 89
807 56
204 67
755 47
051 10
039 16

586 62
878 70
J 84 46
610 98

Net payments.

$520,

357,

377,

322,

309,

292,

277,

290,

287.

274,

258,

238,

236,

266,

267,

809, 416
542, 675
340, 284
865, 277
653, 560
177, 188
517, 962
345, 245
133, 873

623, 392
4.59, 797
6e0, 008
964, 326
947, 883
642, 957

Surplus.

Total...-, 5,326,752,062 10 i 4,578,683,852 19 748,068,209 91

«37,

133,

28,

48,

101,

91,

96,

43,

2,

13,

29,

.30,

20,

6,

65,

223, 203 07
<'91, 335 11

297, 798 46
078, 469 41

601, 916 88
146, 756 64
588,904 89

392, 959 34
344, 882 30
376, 658 26
022,241 83

340, 577 69
799, 551 90
879, 300 93
883. 653 20

Tkeasury Department, January 21, 1881.

Mr. Knox will state the objections to the fifth section. I am inclined

to think the House has fallen into a great error. In the first place, if

<IJongress should pass the bill in its present shape, it would practically

prohibit the increase of bank notes at times when they are greatly in

demand, and it would stop the retirement of such notes at times when
they are redundant. There could be no elasticity in the circulation un-

der the provisions of the fifth section of the House bill. Under the pro-

visions of the V)ill, a bank cannot retire its own notes until it gets pos-

session of them, and that is practically impossible. If you so limit the
power to retire circulation, you prevent them from increasing it. I think
the opposite course ought to be pursued—that the banks ought to be
encouraged to increase their circulation at certain seasons of the year,

and it should be easy to retire their circulation at times when it is not
needed.

Senator Beck. Is not the practical effect of it that they are retiring

at one time and reissuing at another until there are instances such as I

see in the report of the Treasurer, where a bank has had out at one time
over $800,000 of circulation when the maximum allowed by law was
only $450,000; that they have doubled up the circulation under thisi

3node of retiring and made the United States pay each time for the newi

notes they took out !

Mr. Knox. I can explain that.

Secretary Sher3IAN. Allow Mr. Knox to explain that. The reasons
why section 5 ought not to pass, I think Mr. Knox will state much more
fully than I can, because it is full of detail. In connection with our re-

funding operations, I believe it would be a restraint to have any provis
ion of that kind.

Senator Wallace. It would have the effect to contract the currency!
Secretary Shekman. I think it would have the immediate effect to

^jontract the currency, and to prevent its increase.

The committee adjourned until to-morrow.
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Wednesday, January 26, 1881.

The committee met pursnant to adjournment, there being present,

l)esides members of the committee, John Jay Knox, Comptroller of the

Currency.
The Chairman. I invite your attention, Mr. Knox, to the bill (H. E.

4592) to iiicilitate the refunding of the national debt. For my own
part I should be very glad to hear you on the subject of the rate of the

bonds both as to time and interest, and then as to the question of the

cost of refunding, and as to the provision in regard to the banks.

Mr. Knox. Mr. Chairman, if you will excuse me, I prefer, as I was
summoned on section 5, to begin my observations with that, and I sug-

gest that it would be well to read that and also the two sections which
it is proposed to repeal.

The Chairman. You are speaking now of the act of June 20, 1874,

section 4.

Mr. Knox. Yes, sir. Shall I read the section ?

The Chairman. Kead what portions of it you think apply to your

present reasoning. Section 5 of the bill is the one now under considera-

tion by you.
Mr. Knox. I propose to speak first of the last part of section 5.

The Chairman. The 5th section of this bill is

—

Sec. 5. From and after tlie first day of May, eighteen hundred and eighty-one, the

three per centum bonds authorized by the first section of this act shall be the only

boijds receivable as security for national-bank circulation, or as security for the safe-

keeping and prompt payment of the public money deposited with such banks; but
when any such bonds deposited for the purposes aforesaid shall be designated for

purchase or redemption by the Secretary of the Treasury, the banking association

depositing the same shall have the right to substitute other issues of the bonds of
the United States in lieu thereof: Provided, That no bond upon which interest has
ceased shall be accepted or shall be continued on deposit as security for circula-

tion or for the safe-keeping of the public money; and in case bonds so deposited

shall not be withdrawn, as provided by law, within thirty days after interest has
ceased thereon, the banking association depositing the same shall be subject to the
liabilities and proceedings on the part of the Comptroller provided for in section fifty-

two hundred and thirty-four of the Revised Statutes of the United States : Andprovided
further, That section four of the act of June twentieth, eighteen hundred and seventy-
four, entitled ''An act fixing the amount of United States notes, providing for a redis-

tribution of the national-bank currency, and for other purposes," be, and the same is

hereby, repealed; and sections fifty-one hundred and fifty-nine and fifty- one hundred
and sixty of the Revised Statutes of the United States be, and the same are hereby re-

enacted."

Mr. Knox. Section 4 of the act of June 20, 1874, which it is proposed
to repeal, is

—

Sec. 4. That any association organized under this act, or any of the acts of which
this is an amendment, desiring to withdraw its circulating notes, in whole or in part,

may, upon the deposit of lawful money with the Treasurer of the United States in
sums of not less than nine thousand dollars, take up the bonds which said association
has on deposit with the Treasurer for the security of such circulating notes ; which
bonds shall be assigned to the bank in the maimer specified in the nineteenth section
of the national-bank act; and the outstanding notes of said association, to an amount
equal to the legal-tender notes deposited, shall be redeemed at the Treasury of the
United States, and destroyed as now provided by law: Provided, That the amount of
the bonds on deposit lor circulation shall not be reduced below fifty thousand dollars.

Senator Allison. Now please read the sections to be revived.
Mr. Knox. Section 5150 of the Eevised Statutes is as follows:

Sec. 5159. Every association, after having complied with the provisions of this
Title, preliminary to the commencement of the banking business, and before it shall
1)6 authorized to commence banking business under this Title, shall transfer and de-
liver to the Treasurer of the United States any United States registered bonds, bearing
interest, to an amount not less than thirty thousand dollars and not less than one-

1
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third of the capital stock paid in. Such bonds shall be received by the Treasurer
upon deposit, and shall be by hira safely kept in his office, until they shall be other-
wise disposed of, in pursuance of the provisions of this Title.

Section 5160 reads

:

Sec. 5160. The deposit of bonds made by each association shall be increased as it»
capital may be made up or increased, so that every association shall at all times have
on deposit with the Treasurer registered United States bonds to the amount of at least
one-third of its capital stock actually paid in. And any association that may desire-
to reduce its capital or to close up its business and dissolve its organization, may take
up its bonds upon returning to the Comptroller its circulating notes in the proportion
hereinafter required, or may take up any excess of bonds beyond one-third of its capi-
tal stock, and upon which no circulating notes have been delivered.

Senator Allison. Those sections are proposed to be re enacted.
Senator Ferry. Before you go on, Mr. Knox, let me ask you if the

provision as to "one-third of the capital stock" is not in conflict with
the requirement that $50,000 is the minimum that banks can deposit be-
fore organizing !

Senator Beck. The National Bank of Missouri failed for two and a
half millions, and only had 850,000 of bonds on deposit, I believe, when
it ought to have had over $800,000.

Mr. Knox. If the committee please, I will first refer to the act of June
20, 1874, and the retirement and issue of circulating notes, in a very brief
manner.

Early in the year 1874 two bills were introduced in CongTCSs, one in

the House on January 27, 1874, which passed on June 20 of the same
year, and the other in the Senate on March 23, 1874. This last bill was
a substitute for a bill previously introduced and passed by both Houses,
but was vetoed hj the President and failed to become a law. These bills

at the outset contained similar provisions, and both received the atten-

tion of the country and elicited exhaustive discussion in both houses.
One principal object of each was to bring about an equalization of the
currency. It was said that the Xew England States had an excess of
$70,000,000 of national bank notes, and that the Eastern and Middle
States together had three fourths of all the circulation of the national
banks ; that Massachusetts had $38,000,000 in excess of its true i)ro-

portions; that Khode Island had $10,000,000 in excess; Connecticut,

$11,000,000; New York, $2,500,000; Pennsylvania, $3,500,000; that
j

Virginia was deficient, $4,000,000; Georgia, $4,500,000; MissouriJ
$9,000,000; and that the whole South taken together was deficient"

$51,000,000. It was said that while the average ratio per capita was
$9.18, Rhode Island had $61 per capita; Massachusetts had $41; and
Connecticut, $33; while 14 other States combined had but $5.78. The
Eastern States, it was claimed, had $31.68 per capita ; the Middle States,

$12.82; the Southern States, $2.91; the Western States, $7,09; and the
Pacific States but $1.82. We did not at that time take sufficiently into

consideration the fact, which has since become apparent, that bills of ex-

change, checks, deposits, the clearing house, the telegraph, and the cable,. J

have diminished the necessity for an equal distribution of circulating
|

notes throughout the country: that the transactions of the clearing-

house are a better test of the volume of business of any section of the
country than is the amount of paper money which it contains ; and that

the mere issue of circulating notes cannot of itself convert poverty in to-

plenty.
Reference is made to these bills for the purpose of reminding thej

committee of the prolonged consideration which was giveu to section 4
of the act of June 20, 1874, which it is now proposed to rei^eal. The
Senate bill, known as the resumption act, was introduced on December
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21, 1874, and became a law on January 14, 1875, about seven months
after the act of June 20, 1874. The lasi named act

—

1st. Eeduces the reserve of the national banks by repealing the sec-

tion requiring a reserve to be kept on circulation.

2d. It requires national-banks notes to be redeemed at the Treasury

in Washington, at the expense of the bank.
3d. It provides for the withdrawal of bonds, and the reduction of

national-bank circulation at the pleasure of the banks, upon their de-

l^ositing the required amount of lawful money.
4th. It fixed the maximum amount of legal tender notes at $382,000,000.

5th. It provided for the redistribution of national bank notes author-

ized by the act of July 12, 1880, by the withdrawal of $55,000,000 of such
notes from the States having an excess of their proportion, and its issue

to those States having less than their proportion, under an apportionment
made on the basis of population and wealth, as shown by the returns of

the census of 1870.

This act gave the banks such facilities for reducing their capital and
retiring their circulating notes that it was soon found that there was
no necessity for withdrawing circulation from one portion of the country
in order to supply the demands of other portions.

Section 4 of the act, which it is now proposed to repeal, provides that

any bank may reduce its circulation by depositing legal tender notes.

During the first year and a half after its passage to November 1, 1875.

$15,000,000 of additional circulation was issued, and $20,000,000 retired

and destroyed without reissue, and from that date to the present time
a greater amount of circulation has been retired under the operation of
the act than has been issued ; so that the amount originally authorized,

$354,000,000, not including the issues of the national gold banks (which
is now onlv $1,135,260), has never been called for, and the amount now
outstanding is more than $10,000,000 less than $354,000,000.

Til is table shows the amount of national-bank currency issued and
retired since the passage of the act of June 20, 1874, to January 1, 1881

:

Retired.

Issued.

^fofsTr iLiq'^i^l^ti^g-

Total.

From June 20, 1874, to IS^ovember 1, 1875 : $15, 721, 175 $12, 729, 814
- — -

255
,847

Tor year ending November 1, 1876 '.
! 7, 093,

For > ear ending November 1, 1877
|

16, 306, 030
For j-ear ending November 1, 1878 : 16, 291, 685
For year ending November 1, 1879 ^ 22, 933, 490
For year ending November 1, 1880 13, 402, 215
For November and December, 1880 1, 607, 150
Surrendered between same dates

24, 392,

15, 578,

8, 301,

5, 258,

4, 873,

607, 723
114,726
686, 484
684, 424
781, 547
319, 163

225, 046

$17, 337, 537
27, 506, 981
18, 265, 331

10, 986, 116
7, 040, 397
6, 193, 053

994, 889
11, 975, 565

Totals
I

93,855,425; 71,905,191 16,419,113 100,299,869

Previous to the passage of this act, a national bank desiring to reduce
its ca])ital was obliged to pay a premium for its own notes and send
them in for destruction before it could accomplish such reduction ; and,
if sections 5159 and 5160 R. S. should again become the law, no bank in
the country whose capital should become impaired could continue its

business unless it should make an assessment upon its shareholders for
the purpose of restoring such capital. Such a bank may now reduce
its cai>ital under the restrictions of the act and retire its circulation, and
continue as a legally organized bank.
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It is not uncomDioii for a national bank with small capital to impair
that capital to some extent through injudicious loans. The amount of
this impairment, if small, can ordinarily be restored by reducing the
circulation of the bank and disi^osing of its bonds, thus utilizing the
premium.
The act worked so well that about six months thereafter the resump-

tion act was passed, which authorized free banking. These two acts
perfected the legislation in reference to the issue and retirement of bank
notes. I mean by this that under the operation of these laws the banks
could, all of them, not only reduce their capital at pleasure, but could
also reduce and increase their circulation whenever the business of the
country seemed to them to make that course desirable. Everybody was
satisfied. The banks in the East and the West, the Xorth and the
South, could have all the circulation they wished by simply asking for

it and conforming to the laws, and the banks having more than was
profitable to them could as readily retire it. ^
The banks promptly deposited the $16,000,000 of lawful money i^

quired by the act, and nearly that amount has been continually in the
possession of the Treasury. They at first objected to the expense of
redemption, which was onerous, but now all have become accustomed
to this restriction. Tlie banks pay the expenses of a large force of

emi^loyes in the Redemption Di\^sion of the Treasurer's Office, and the
cost of transportation of their notes. In 1876 this expense amounted
to the large sum of 8365,193.31; in 1877 to 8357,066.10; in 1878 to

8317,942.48 ; and in 1879 to 8240,949.95.* During the past year the
expenses have been less, and the amount redeemed also much less.

The average expense has been about one-ninth of one per cent, upon
the circulation, taking these years all together. During the last year it

has been considerably less, for the reason that the i)eople of the country
prefer paper money to gold coin.

The chief return received by the banks for this large assessment is

the right to retire their circulation and take up their bonds, and the cor-

responding right to redeposit and receive additional circulation when-
ever they may desire to do so.

Section 5 of the "funding act of 1881" deranges the whole machinery
of free banking. It not only i)revents the banks from increasing and
reducing their circulation at pleasure, but provides in effect, by the re-en-

actment of sections 5159 and 5160 of the Revised Statutes, for a perma-
nent deposit of bonds, amounting to one-third of the capital of each bank.
It also virtually provides that if a bank has too much circulation it shall

keep it; if it has too little it shall not increase it unless it shall deposit

bonds, which are almost certain to be worth less than par. It subjects

the banks to an almost certain loss, and requires them to continue to

submit to the loss when they might at times retrieve or diminish it by
depositing lawful money in the Treasury and again coming into posses-

sion of their own bonds if the market price should be sufficient to justify

a sale.

I have tables here, taken from my last annual report, and they are im-
portant for a proper understanding of this subject.

On November 1, 1880, according to the most reliable estimates, we
had 8454,012,030 of gold coin in the country. We also had 8690,515,123
of paper monev in circulation, consisting of national-bank notes 8343,-

834,107, and of greenbacks 8346,681,016. At that time 8200,000,000

*Fiuance Report for 1879, pp. 353-4.
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of this $454,000,000 of gold was outside of the banks and the Treasury

I iudude in this statement savings banks, State banks, trust companies,

and everything but private bankers.

Senator Ferry. Outside of all these ?

Mr. Knox. What I mean is that there was $200,000,000 of this $454,-

000,000 in the hands of the people, and $254,000,000 in the hands of the

banks and the government. When I say outside of the banks and the

Treasury, I mean it was either in circulation or hoarded.

Senator Beck. Do you mean exclusive of private bankers ?

Mr. Knox. No ; I do not include private bankers, because I have no

means of getting at the facts as to them.
Senator Beck. Do you include onlj^ national banks ?

Mr. Knox. National banks. State banks, savings banks, and trust

companies. That is the fact about gold. We had $690,000,000 of paper

money in the country, and of that amount $534,000,000 outside of the

Treasury and the banks, which fact shows the preference of the people

of this country for paper money over coin, and also illustrates the point

that I have made as to the difficulty which the banks would experience

in procuring their own notes for return to the Treasury, for the purpose

of tal^:ing up their bonds. A few years ago nearly all the money that

the banks held was paper money, for at times all the national banks in

the country combined did not have over $9,000,000 in gold coin. Their

reserves were then larger than they now are 5 the law required them to

be larger ; and nearly all those reserves were in paper money, and largely

composed of bank notes ; so that it was comparatively easy at that time

to return their own notes. It was really difficult then, but it was com-
paratively easy in comparison with the present time.

This table shows the amount of coin and currency in the country on
January 1 and November 1, 1879, and on November 1 of the present

year ; the amounts of silver and gold coin, which include the bullion in

tlie Treasury, being the estimates of the Director of the Mint:

January 1, 1879. K"ovember 1, 1879. November 1, 1880.

$346, 681, 016
323, 791, 674
278, 310, 126
106, 573, 803

$346, 681, 016
337, 181, 418
355, 681, 532
126, 009, 537

$346, 681, 016

National-ljank notes 343, 834, 107

454, 012, 030

Silver coin .... 158, 271, 327

Total .. 1,055,356,619 1 1165 553.503 1, 302, 798, 480

And this table gives the amount of currency and coin in the Treasury
at the same dates, and the amount in the national banks, on the dates
of their returns nearest thereto—namely, January 1 and October 2, 1879,
and October 1, 1880, respectively. The amount given for the State
banks and trust companies and the savings banks is at the nearest com-
parative dates of their official reports. The banks in the State of Cali-

fornia report their coin and currency in the aggregate, and in this table

the coin is estimated to be three-fourths of the total amount and tlie cur-

rency one-fourth.
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January 1,

1879.

Gold—In the Treasury, less certificates : $112, 703, 342
In national banks

j
35,039,201

In State banks
I

10,937,812

Total gold
i 158,680,355

Xovember 1, November 1,

1879. 1880.

$156, 907, 986
37, 187, 238
12, 171, 292

$133, 679, 349
102, 851, 032
17, 102, 130

206, 266, 516
i

253, 632, 511

Silver—In the Treasury, standard silver doUars 17, 249, 740 i 32, 115, 073
In the Treasury, bullion 9,121,417

i
3,824.931

In the Treasury, fractional coin i 6, 048, 194 ' 17, 854, 327
In national banks, including certificates

j

6, 460, 557
I 4, 986, 492

Total silver .1 38,879,908
|

58,780,823

47, 156, 588
6, 185, 000

24, 635, 561

6, 495, 477

84, 472, 626

Currency—In the Treasury ., 77,615,655 I 41,906,376
In national banks 126,491,720 i 118.546.369
In State banks

!
25,944,485

In savings banks
;

14, 513, 779

26, 846, 826
86. 439, 925

25, 555, 280 25, 828, 794
15, 880, 921 17, 072, 680

Total currency 244. 565, 639 201, ?, 946 1 156, 188, 225

Grandtotals 422,125,902 1 466, 936, 285 i 494,293,362

^

l___ i

The silver certificates, amounting in all to $19,780,241 on November
1, 1880, of which $1,165,120 were held by the national banks, are not
included in the above exhibit.

If from the amount of coin and currency in the country, as given in

the first table, the amount in the Treasury and the banks be deducted,
the remainder will give the amount of each kind then in the hands of
the people outside of these depositories, as follows

:

Gold $119,629,771 $149,415,016 $200,379,519
SUver 67,69.3,895 67,228,714 73,798,701
Currency 425,907,051 481,973,488 ' 534,326,898

Totals 613,230,717 698,617,218 808,505,118

Senator Allison. Before you pass from the question of gold coin,

Mr. Knox, I should Like to ask you a question. You say that 200 mill-

ions of this gold is outside of the banks and the Treasury-. Do you
include bullion in that ?

Mr. Knox. No ; some of the gold in possession of the government in

the mints and assay office of New York is bullion.

Senator Allison. You must have some general idea as to the differ-

ent hoards, or places where that money is held.

Mr. Knox. I know what the uatioual banks have.
Senator Allison. I speak of the 200 millions outside of the banks

and the Treasury. AYhere, in your judgment, is that to be found ?

Mr. Knox. It is pretty well scattered. Nearly all of the gold which
is in New York City, for instance, is either in the treasurer's office, the
assay office, or in the national and State banks There may be, of
course, a few individuals who hold some, but the people who live in the
cities do not generally hoard coin to any great extent.

Senator Allison. Your idea, then, is that this 200 millions of gold is

pretty well scattered over the country ?

Mr!^ Knox. Yes.
Senator Ferry. Held by individuals, whether in banks or elsewhere f
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Mr. Knox. Yes.
Senator Wallace. The old tendency to hoard among the rural popu-

lation has returned ?

Mr. Knox. I think so.

Senator Morrill. Do many of the banks hold less than one-third of

their stock in bonds now ?

Mr. Knox. I have a table on this subject, which I prepared immedi-
ately after the passage of this bill. I have a list which gives by States

and principal cities the banks which hold less than one third of their

capital stock in bonds deposited as security for circulation. Under the

operation of this bill, if it should become a law, these banks would be
required immediately to put in this additional amount of bonds. The
banks in the city of Kew York, as you probably know, do not, as a rule,

care much whether they have circulation or not ; and in point of fact

there are three banks in that city that have never taken out a dollar of

circulation, and a fourth one which some time ago surrendered what
circulation it then had. At the time of their organization, however, the

three banks first named deposited six per cent, bonds to the amount of

one-third their capital, as the law required, but they did not ask for any
circulation. I believe all of them have since then reduced their bonds
on deposit to $50,000. One of them is the Chemical, another is the

Fulton, and the third is the City National Bank. The bank which has
retired its circulation is the Union National.

This is the table to which I have just referred:

National hanks, hy States and principal cities, which have less than one-third of their capital

in bonds deposited as security for circulation.

State.
Amount of

capital.
Amount of

bonds.

Amount of
bonds required
to equal one-

third of capital.

MASSACHUSETTS.

3 banks in the State $2, 400, 000

2, 182, 800

$450, 000

414, 000

$349, 999

313, 599

CONNECTICUT.

NEW YORK.

State . - . 3 banks . . 600, 000
31, 300, 000

156, 500
4, 584, 000

43, 498
5, 849, 327New York City. 18 banks

Total 21 banks in the State 31, 900, 000 4, 740, 500 5, 892, 825

PENNSYLVANIA.

state . 1 bank . . .... 200, 000
600, 000
200, 000

50, 000
150. 000
50, 0«0

16 666
Philadelphia. 1 bank 50, 000

16, 666Pittsburgh 1 bank

Total 3 banks in the State 1, 000, 000 250, 000 83, 332

MARYLAND.

Baltimore 1 bank in the State 1, 000, 000

250, 000

950, 000

725, 000

100, 000

50, 000

150, 000

loo, 000

233, 333

33, 333

166, 666

NORTH CAROLINA.

1 bank in the State

SOUTH'CAROLINA.

2 banks in the State

LOUISIANA.

NewOrleans 2 banks in the State 14], 666

i
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National banks, by States and pinvcipal ct'ftV, t^r.—Continued.

State.
Amount of
capital.

Amount of
bonda.

Amount of
bonds required
to equal one-

third of capital.

INDIANA.

3 b&nlis in the State ...... .... .. ....... $900, 000 $150,000 $150, 009

ILLINOIS.

State 1 bank .. 250. 000
3, 250, OCO

75, 000
350, 000

8,333
Chicago 6 bank.s 733, 330

Total . .. 7 banks in the State 3, 500, 000 425, 000 741, 663

MICHIGAN.

8 banks in the State ... 800, 000

250, 000

2, 100, 000

1, 450, 000

150, 000

50, 000

350, 000

160, 000

116, 065

WISCONSIN.

1 bank in the State 33,333

MINNESOTA.

3 iSanks in the State

1
349,^

323, 332

MISSOUKI.

Saint I/Onis . 3 b^nks in the Stflte . .

Total niunber of banks in United States, 56 8, 929, 745

Senator Morrill. If the five and six per cent, bonds should all be
retired, would that compel the banks to pui'chase any of the new bonds
at three per cent ?

Mr. Knox. It would, under the fifth section, as it now stands.
Senator Ferry. What burden would it be upon national banks to

compel them to deposit, up to one-third of their capital in bonds,
more than the present banking law requires.

Mr. Kjs^ox. The total amount in the table here is nearly $9,000,000.
Senator Ferry. It would require that much more on the present

capital of the national banks ?

Mr. Knox. Yes. In this statement I give the aggregates by States
and i)rincipal cities. The amount to be deposited by eighteen banks
in Xew York City would be $5,84:9,327. So you will see that more than
one-half—in fact, nearly two-thirds of the amount would have to be de-

posited by banks in li^ew Y^ork City alone.

Senator Morrill. What is the amount that is held by banks now
of the 4 and 4J per cents. ?

Mr. Knox. The amount is just about 8150,000,000.
Senator Allison. What of bonds that are to be redeemed ?

Mr. Knox. I have a table that gives complete information as to the
bonds held by national banks to secure circulation.

Senator Ferry. Before you pass to that, is it not a greater security

to the people of the country to have a basis of one-third rather than au
absolute amount of $50,000,0^ ? Does it not increase the security ?

Mr. Knox. In a very large bank the margin on the bonds would, per-

haps, amount to something ; but taking the banks collectively, it would
probably be very little. I do not think the object of the law in requir-

ing a deposit of bonds was to secure the depositors of the banlvs, and it

was certainly not its purpose to secure their shareholders.
Senator Ferry. Then that feature of the bill is not very objection-
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able. It does not matter much either way whether it be $50,000 deposit

as the minimum, or one-third of the capital f

Mr. Knox. Suppose the case of a bank with $300,000 capital. This
bill requires them to keep $100,000 of bonds on deposit. If the bonds
were at par in the market there would in this case be a margin of 10 per
cent., $10,000 in all, but only $5,000 in excess of the present law.

Senator Ferry. Under the present law they might still keep up
their organization with but $50,000, so that $100,000 would be double
security to the people.

Mr. Knox. At present there would be an excess of $5,000 over the cir-

culation secured, while under the proposed bill there would be an excess

of $10,000.
Senator Beck. I want to read you part of a communication I hold in

my hand in this very connection, and ask you about it. This is a com-
munication favoring a return to the old law of 1864, the section that the
House has inserted, and it makes this statement

:

It is a provision iu the interest of stockholders of national banks, who will, if it is

re-enacted, npon failure of their bank, find assets to the extent of at least one-third of
its capital, which will reduce their individual liability to assessment to that extent.
For instance, the National Bank of the State of Missouri failed in 1877; nominal capit^l^

$2,500,000 ; all there was left, however, at date of failure was $50,000 in bonds on de-
posit in the oflSce. Had the provision in question been in force, there would have been
over $800,000 here.

Why ought not the bank, for the benefit of its stockholders and every-
body else, to comply with the law as to one-third, and keep it there ?

That is what I want you to explain. This is the statement of the Treas-
urer of the United States, who insists on the re-enactment of this law for

the security of the people.

Mr. Knox. The directors of a bank are the agents of the shareholders,
and are elected by them to manage the atfairs ot the bank. If the share-

holders of the National Bank of the State of Missouri had been suffi-

ciently careful in the selection of the directors of the bank, its failure

would not have occurred, whether it had a large or a small amount of
bonds on deposit.

Senator Beck. Then it is your idea that the Government of the United
States has no sort of interest in protecting bank depositors, stockhold-
ers, or anybody else, except to enable the bank to make all the money
it likes.

Mr. Knox. I do not say that.

Senator Beck. Tell us what you do say.

Mr. Knox. I said that the stockholders themselves should elect proper
officers and directors of the bank to manage their business. The Na-
tional Bank of the State of Missouri had the largest capital of any bank
outside of the city of New York. The national-bank act does not pro-

pose to x)rotect shareholders of banks. It simi)ly provides security for
circulation, and by its reserves provides for a correct system of bank-
ing, which is incidentally a protection to its creditors. If the National
Bank of the State of Missouri had invested one-third of its capital,

$800,000, in bonds, the margin upon the bonds, after providing for the
circulating notes issued, would have been $80,000, which is but 4J per
cent, upon the amount of claims proved, and but 3 per cent, upon the
capital ; so that it is plain that this feature of the law would afford but
very slight benefit either to the creditors or the stockholders. The cap-
ital stock of that bank was impaired, and the $80,000 margin might
have been of great service in saving the bank, but under the proposed
amendment it could not possibly have availed itself of this margin.
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About one-lialf of the banks have a capital of $150,000 or less. The
margin on bonds—equal to one-third of the capital of such bank—would
be but $5,000. The banks in the aggregate have always held more than
one-third of their capital in United States bonds, and there are but few
banks which hold less.

Thus the fifth section of the new law will not affect one-half of the
banks. As I have already said, the new law will increase the amount
of bonds required to be held by a bank having a capital of $300,0U0 by
$50,000. Many of the large banks do not desire circulation, and can-

not afford to lock up their capital in the Treasury when it will bear in-

terest at so low a rate as 3J or 4 per cent.

Senator Beck. Do you regard, therefore, the condition in which the
National Bank of the State of Missouri was found at the time of its

failure, with only $50,000 in bonds on deposit here, when one-third would
have been over $800,000, as a provision of law that we ought to main-
tain instead of going back to the system that required them to hold one-

third of their capital in bonds f

Mr. Knox. Well, in the case of the National Bank of the State of

Missouri we shall i)ay fully the depositors of the bank. Kinety-five

jyer cent, has been i^aid already.

Senator Beck. 1 am speaking of the system that permits that to be
done.
Mr. Knox. I think the system of depositing bonds was intended ex-

clusively for the security of the circulating notes.

Senator Beck^ I thought the bonds of the United States were held
for all the notes in circulation, leaving 10 per cent, margin.
The Ohaieman. The notes of that bank were fully protected, of

course I

Mr. Knox. Certainly that was the theory of the law, that the bonds
were deposited as security for the circulation.

Senator Beck. The banks in the big cities have to hold 25 per cent.

and in otliers 15 per cent, of their capital, also to give security.

Senator Ferry. The question comes here, Mr. Beck, whether you
can require of national banks any more deposited than what the gov-

ernment issues in circulation—90 per cent, upon the 100—whether the

government can require additional security for the capital or the de-

posits rather than simply for the circulation, which is now the case.

That is the whole question involved.

The Chairman. There are two things the government does. It re-

quires not simply the deposit of bonds to protect the circulating notes,

but the furnishing of a reserve also, which varies from 15 to 25 per cent.

Beyond that there is no compulsory security of the bank against the

improvidence of the stockholders.

Senator Allison. Except the double liability of the stockholders

themselves.
The Chairman. Of course, that is fixed in the law ; but the govern-

ment does not interfere with the improvidence of banking business by
a board of directors, who are chosen themselves by the voluntary action

of the stockholders.

Senator Morrill. I ask the Comptroller how many bonds do the

banks hold bearing interest above 4J per cent, f

Mr. Knox. About 50 millions of 6's of 1880 and 1881, and of funded

5's of 1881, IGO millions ; $530,000 of the 6's are now due, and there are

$49,357,850 of the 6's which mature June 30, 1881. There are also

$100,142,850 of the 5 per cent, bonds that mature May 1, 1881.
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Senator Morrill. Making about $210,000,000 !

Mr. Knox. Yes, sir. IJow, as to the other classes of bonds, we have
of the 4's $109,039,300 ; of the 4J's, $36,4(30,550 ; and of the Pacifies,

$3,916,000, making, as you see, in the aggregate, about $150,000,000,

which is one-third of the capital of the banks. So that, taking the banks

,

to-day, in the aggregate, they hold one-third of their capital in bonds,
outside of those bonds which have matured.
This table exhibits the classes and amounts of United States bonds

held on this day to secure the redemption of the circulating notes of na-

tional banks

:

10-408—5>^, act March 3, 1864 $445,700
Sixes of 'tiO—6%, act Februarv 8, 1861 530,000
Sixes of '81—6%, redeemable June 30, 1881 49, 357, 850
Funded 81s—5%, redeemable May 1, 1881 160, 142, 850
Pacific Railroad—6% 3,916,000
Funded '9l8—4i|^'V • --- 36,460,550
Funded 19078—4% 109,039,300

Total $359,892,250

Senator Morrill. Can you tell what the profit is to the banks, now,
on their circulation, and what it would be on 3 per cent, and 3Jper cent,

bonds I

vby On 4 per cent, bonds, at 12 per cent, premium, where interest is 5 per
cent., the profit would be 1.69 per cent. ; where interest is 6 per cent.,

it would be about 1.42 ; with interest at 7 per cent., 1.16 ; with interest

at 8 per cent., .89 j wiiere interest is 9 per cent., .63; where interest is

10 per cent., .36, and where interest is 11 per cent., .10.

On 3J per cent, bonds at par, the profit, where interest is 5 per cent.,

would be 1.79; where iuterst is 6 per cent., 1.64; where interest is 7 per
cent., 1.49 ; where interest is 8 per cent., 1.35 ; where interest is 9 per
cent., 1.21; where interest is 10 per cent., 1.06; where interest is 11 i)er

cent., .91.

On 3 per cent, bonds at par, the profit would be, where interest is 5
per cent., 1.29 ; where interest is 6 per cent., 1.14 ; where interest is 7

per cent., 1 ; where interest is 8 per cent., .85 ; where interest is 9 per cent.,

.71; where interest is 10 per cent, .56; where interest is 11 per cent., .41.

This table gives the information

:

Profits on circulation on deposit of honds hearing interest at 4 per cent., 3^ per cent., and 3
jjer cent., the circulation received being equal to 90 2^&>" cent, of the par value of bonds,
when t%e rates for bank loans are as specified.

5 per
cent.

6 per
cent.

7 per
cent.

8 per
cent.

9 per
cent.

10 per
cent.

11 per
cent.

4 per cent, bonds at 12 per cent, premium. .

.

1.69
1.79
1.29

1.42
1.64
1.14

1.16
1.49
1.00

.89
1.35
.85

.63
1.21
.71

.36
1.06
.56

.10
91

3 per cent, bonds at par 41

Senator Morrill. In all the Atlantic cities, throughout the past
year, the commercial rate of interest has been less than 6 per cent., has
it not ?

Mr. Knox. Yes. The Secretary put in yesterday a paragraph, taken
from my last report, which gives the rate of interest in New York City.

3n D
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Here is the rate on the 25th of January, instant, taken from the Niw
York Daily Bulletin :

CURRENCY PAPES.

Sixty
days.

Four]
months.

Double-named

:

First class 4i ^ 5
5 @ 6

5 ® 6
7 -© 8
9 @ 10

5 'a> 5i
5i ^ «

5 ® 6

Good
Single-named

:

First class
Good 7 -a 8

9 -S) 10

This is the table which I handed to the Secretary yesterday.
The average rate of interest in Xew York Citj^ for each of the fiscal

years from 1874 to 1880, as ascertained from data derived from the
Journal of Commerce and the Commercial and Financial Chronicle, was
as follows

:

1874, call loaus, 3.8 per cent. ; commercial paper, 6.4 per cent.

1875, call loans, 3.U percent. ; commercial paper, 5.6 per cent,

1876, call loans, 3.3 per cent. ; commercial paper, 5.3 per cent.

1877, call loans, 3.0 per cent. ; commercial paper, 5.2 per cent.

1878, call loans, 4.4 per cent. ; commercial paper, 5.1 per cent.

1879, call loans, 4.4 per cent. ; commercial paper, 4.4 per cent.

1880, call loans, 4.9 i)er cent. ; commercial paper, 5.3 per cent.

Calendar year 1880, call loans, 3.8 x>er cent.; commercial paper, 4.7 per cent.

The Chairman. Please explain why the profit on national-bank cir-

culation is greater where the commercial rate of interest is less.

Mr. Knox. Suppose you were to organize a bank of say $100,000 cap-

ital
;
you would buy $100,000 of bonds, for which you would receive

$90,000 only in circulating notes. Now you have $10,000 invested in

these bonds, for which you do not receive any circulation whatever.
That amount is permanently invested capital. If the bonds are 3 per
cents, then, when the commercial rate of interest is 10 per cent., there is

a loss of 7 per cent, on the $10,000 invested. K the commercial rate of
interest is only 6 per cent., as in New England , there is then a loss of only
3 per cent, instead of 7 per cent, on the margin named. Of course, if

you buy at a premium, that would occasion a still greater loss.

Senator Ferry. Is this computation of amount of profit based on the
whole $100,000 deposited !

Mr. Knox. The percentages given are the profits on circulation, issued
to the amount of 90 per cent, of the bonds deposited.

Senator FerRY. But do you take into consideration now the whole
deposit, and the diil'erence of interest on $10,000 !

Mr. Knox. Yes.
Senator Beck. The banks lose on the 10 per cent, margin by the rate

of interest being 7 per cent., but they have received $90,000 that they
are loaning at 7 per cent., and they are getting that additional interest

on the $90,000 while they are losing on the $10,000; and I ca mot see

where the los^ comes in ultimately. When money is worth 7 per cent.,

are they not getting 7 per cent, on the $90,000 the United States fur-

nishes them? They deposited $100,000 of bonds, and they have got

$90,000 of circulation, and they are loaning that at 7 per cent. There-

fore, they are only losing the difference in tlie interest between :he rate

on the bonds and the rat 3 of interest on the 10 per cent, margin. Now
they are getting a mncli higher rate of interest on the $90,0l>0 tin t the^'

I
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received ; and does not the whole put together make them a larger profit

when interest is higher ?

Mr. Knox. We were talking about the profits of circulation alone.

Senator Beck. But the whole business makes them money.
Mr. Knox. Here is our system of calculating the profits of circulation

:

One hundred thousand dollars in United States 4 per cent, bonds will

cost a bank, at current rates, at least $112,000. On these bonds, when
deposited in the Treasury, the bank receives $90,000 in circulation.

The amount which is available to be loaned is reduced from $90,000 to

$73,500, first by the j^ayment of the premium of $12,000 on the bonds
purchased, and, second, by the 5 per cent, reserve required, viz, $1,500.

The bank receives 4 per cent, pei* annum on its bonds, or $4,000. If it

lends its loanable circulation at 6 per cent., it receives $4,410 more. In
all, it receives $8,410. From this sum must be deducted the 1 per cent.

tax on circulation, amounting to $900, leaving $7,510 of profit to the
bank. If the bank's capital of $100,000 had been loaned directly at 6
per cent., it would have realized $6,000, so that the profit from $90,000
of circulation, upon a deposit of United States 4 per cent, bonds at 112,
and, when the rate of interest for bank loans is per cent., is $1,510, or
about 1^ per cent, on the sum invested. This amount should be reduced
still further by the expense of redeeming the circulation. This expense
the Treasurer of the United States, in his last report, estimates to have
been $37.09 in 1880 for banks with a circulation of $90,000. This
amount is too small, as a computation based on the cost of redemptions
during the past five years shows. During this period of five years the
av'erage cost of the total redemptions of national-bank notes has been
$284,975.54, while the average outstanding circulation, including the
notes of banks insolvent and in liquidation, and excluding those of gold
banks, has been $328,459,101. The perceiitage has therefore been about
nine one-hundredths of 1 per cent., or $81 per year for a bank with
$90,000 circulation.

As seen above, the profits on circulation of a bank of this class are
$1,510, not deducting the expense of redemptions. Deducting this ex-
pense, the profits are $1,429.
The above computation is concisely stated as follows:

Interest on $100, (00 U. S. 4 per cent, bonds $4, 000
Circulation issued on above .$90, 000
Deduct premium |i;^, OuO
Deduct reserve 4, 500

16,500

Leaviuo; loanable circulation.. 73, 500, 6 per cent, interest on wliicli is. . 4, 410

Total interest received 8, 410
Deduct 1 per cent, tax $900
Deduct cost of redemptions 81

981

Leaving as net receipts 7, 429
$100, 000 capital loaned direct at 6 per cent 6, 000

Difference in favor of circulation 1^ 439

Senator Morrill. Mr. Knox, would you recommend the striking out
of this whole fifth section, or only an amendment to it f

Mr. Knox. I liave here a statement prepared by Mr. Elliott. There
was one somewhat like it liubmitted by the Secretary, I believe, show-
ing what the value of 3 per cent, bonds would be in proportion to the
4 per cents at 112.
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"A United States four per cent, bond, redeemable July 1, 1907, and
considered as then payable at 112.85, the net price, or price not includ-
ing the interest accrued since the last date of payment, on January 25
of the current year, realizes to the investor interest at the rate of 3.27
per cent, per annum.

" In order to realize the same rate of interest (3.27) to the investor,

a three per cent, bond to run 5, 10, 30, and 50 years, respectively, to pay-
ment, must sell at 98.8, 97.7, 94.9, and 93.4, respectively.

" If a three per cent, bond sells at par, net price, a four per cent. 26i-
year bond, to realize the same rate of interest, should sell at 118.2 net

price, or i^rice not including accrued interest."

That is the calculation of Mr. Elliott, of the Treasury Department^ I

asked him to give me the figures.

I have a table of the amount of circulation outstanding, which is in-

teresting in this connection, as showing what amount has been called for

by the banks, and the amount not called for ; by which it appears that
there is about $70,000,000 of circulation to which the national banks now
in existence are entitled, and might take if they would ask for it.

Senator Allison. That is, they have the bonds on deposit for it.

Mr. Knox. No; they have not the bonds on deposit, but they have
sufficient capital to entitle them to it.

Senator Allison. But they do not put in the bonds and take the cir-

culation ?

Mr. Knox. No, sir ; they do not put in the bonds, at i)resent prices.

Senator Allison. Why not?
Mr. Knox. Because in the West it is not iirofitable. I will submit

the table now

:

Geograpliical d ivisiors.

Bankshaving capital not Banks having capital q^^+ai
exceeding $500,000. exceeding $500,000. |

*^"^^^-

Issued.
UncaUed

for.
Issued. ^"^l Issued.

Uncalled
for.

New England States
Middle States

1 1

$79,322,430 $7,046,763 $43,014,500 $11,485,238 $122,336,930
82,940,955 9,291,590 29,681,740

|
21,094,833

!
112,622,695

23. 162, 985 2, 620, 845
j 1, 370, 000 1 510, 000

^

24, 532. 985
52,284,710 11,620,690 5,707,380 4,552,620 57,992,090

3, 244. 700 1 935, 800 640, 000 560, 000 3, 884, 700

$18, 532, 001

30, 386, 423
3, 130, 845

16, 173, 310

1, 495, 800

Southern States
Western States
Pacific States and Terri-

tories

United States 240, 955, 780 31, 515, 688
j

80, 413, 620 38, 202, 691
j

321, 369, 400 69, 718, 379

The Chairman. Is not the amount uncalled for rather an increase

from last year ? The amount that the banks could take out last year
was not as great as is the amount they may take out now.
Mr. Knox. I believe not. Senator Morrill asked me in reference to

this fifth section, whether I would prefer to strike it out or try to amend it.

Senator Kernan. Or go for it as it is.

Senator Morrill. I judge from the Comptroller's criticisms of it, that

he thinks it ought all to come out. ^
Mr. Knox. I should prefer myself to strike out the section entirely

:

but if it is to remain, then I would suggest some change in its language.
You have, Mr. Chairman, a bill that was introduced the other day, I

think, at my request, which i>rovides that all the national banks shall

receive circulation at the rate of 90 per cent, on their capital. As the
law now stands, a bank of $500,000 capital can receive 90 per cent, upon
that capital, while one with $1,000,000 capital receives but 80 i^er cent.,

receiving, of course, 90 per cent, on its bonds, as do the other banks.
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If it lias $2,000,000 of capital, it can receive but 75 per cent. ; if its

capital is $3,000,000, or over, it receives only 60 per cent. That law
was the act of March 3, 1865, when we did not have circulation enough
to supply all the banks, the total amount being limited to $300,000,000.

Up to March 3, 1865, every bank was entitled to receive circulation

equal to the amount of its capital. There is another reason why I would
like the amendment suggested. The original section of the Kevised
Statutes is somewhat obscure, and an amendment like this, for instance,

would jnake it plain

:

And any bank depositing bonds shall be entitled to receive circulation to the
amount of its capital, at the rate of 9u ijer cent, upon such bonds.

^Benator Ferry. So as to make no discrimination and no limitation.

That, you saj-^, was the law prior to 1865 ?

Mr. Knox. That was the law i^rior to 1865. We have a bank at

Saint Paul and one at Cincinnati, and banks in other localities, organized
within a few years, and each having a capital of a million dollars, and
neither of them can have now more than $500,000 circulation. That,
however, is on account of another section of the Revised Statutes, sec-

tion 5J76, which provides that no bank organized subsequent to July
12, 1870, shall have a circulation in excess of $500,000.

Senator Ferry. What is the object in scaling the x)rivilcge in any
resi)ect ?

Mr. Knox. There is no reason now. The only reason then was that
there was not sufficient circulation, as I have before stated.

Senator Ferry. Now that it is free to all, there is no object in it
j

there is no greater security to the people ?

Mr. Knox. None.
Senator Bfck. How much circulation did we have in paper on the

1st day of Jul v, 1874, and how much did we have on the 1st day of July,
1880?
Mr. Knox. I shall have to give it to you for January, 1871. Legal-

tender notes, $378,400,000, and bank notes $350,800,000.
Senator Beck. Mv memorandum is that on the 1st of July, 1874, we

had a total of $781,000,000, and on the 1st day of July, 1880, $735,000,000,
being, in round numbers, $45,000,000 less now than we had then.

Senator Ferry. And what is it to-day ?

Mr. Knox. On November 1, 18S0, we had of legal tenders $346,000,000,
and of bank notes $343,000,000.
Senator Beck. What I wanted to get at was this • My table shows

that we had $45,000,000 more of paper circulation on the 1st of July,

1874, than we had on the 1st of July, 1880, notwithstanding all the
growth of the country and the increase of business. I do not see how
we are in any better position to remove the limitation of circulation of
the large banks now than we were then.
The Chairman. You do not say anything of coin.

Senator Beck. No, sir.

Senator Allison. But you include in your total, Mr. Beck, $45,000,000
of fractional currency.

Senator Beck. I suppose it is included in both statements.
Senator Allison. No j the Comptroller is not including it in his state-

ment.
Senator Beck. These two are as to July 1, 1874, and July 1, 1880.

Senator Allison. But that $45,000,000 of fractional currency has
been replaced by silver.

Mr. Knox. Exclusive of fractional currency we had about $690,000,000
of paper money, and we had on the 1st of January, 1874, $729,000,000.
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Senator Beck. Then liow is it we are so much more able now to issue
more paper? You say they were limited because of the want of paper
money, and you can now give them all they want, because we have an
abundance, when we have less now than we had then, according to that
showing.
Senator Ferry. Does not tjiat grow out of the existing taxation, and

the lack of profit to the banks, really persuading them to retire their
currency and take up their ,bonds ?

Mr. Knox. The profit on circulation has been growing less. Since
that day we have retired legal-tender notes, so as to reduce the amount
from $378,000,000 to $346,000,000.

Senator Beck. You have to keep $346,000,000 out; that is the volume
of legal tenders.

Mr. Knox. But that is a reduction since 1874.

Senator Allisl n. There has been a diminution of greenbacks, and the
fractional currency, has been retired ; that accounts for the difference.

Mr. Knox. Y'es, sir.

Senator Kernan. I do not think the fractional currency is included
in the tables of Mr. Beck.

Senator Allison. Y^es ; here [exhibiting] is the table from which he
takes it, showing that $48,000,000 of the amount he states was fractional

currency in 1874.

Mr. Knox. In my last rei)ort, on page 51, I give the items separately.

Here is the table exhibiting the amount and kinds of outstanding
paper currency of the United States and of the national banks, on Au-
gust 31, 1865, when the i^ublic debt reached its maximum, and annually
thereafter at the dates named, with the currency price of gold aud the
gold price of currency at the same dates

:

United States issues.

Date.
:Le,al tender; Oi<i„1f

notes. ,_^„„

August 31, 1865.
January 1, 1866.
January 1, 1867.
January 1, 1868.
January 1, ]8fi9.

January 1, 1870.
January 1, 1871

.

January 1, 1872.
January 1, 1873.
January 1, 1874
January 1, J 875.
January 1, 1876.
January 1, 1877.
January 1, 1878.
January 1, 1879.
January 1, 1880.
January 1, 1881

.

$432, 553, 912
425,839,319

• 380,276,160

j

356,000,000
• 356,000,000
1 356,000,000
356,000,000
357.500,000

! 358,557,907

j

378,401,702
I 382,000,000
371,827,220
366,055,084
349,943,776

! 346.681,016
346,681,016

i

346,681,016

$402, 965
392, 070
221, 632
159, 127

128, 098
113, 098
101, 086
92, 801

84, 387
79,637
72, 317
69. 642
65, 462
63, 532
62, 035
61, 350
6», 745

Fractional
currency.

$26,

26,

28,

31,

34,

344, 742
000, 420
732, 812
597, 583
215,715
762, 664
995, 089
767, 877
722, 061

544, 792
390, 598
147, 072
348, 206
764, 109
108, 159
674, 304
147, 530

Notes of na-[

tional banks
Aggregate,including ^»"=n'^'^'='

gold notes. I

Cnrrency
price of

$100 gold

$176, 213, 955
298, 588, 419
299, 846, 206
299, 747, 569
299, 629, 322
299, 904, 029
306, 307, 672
328, 465, 431
344,58i,8J2
3.50, 848, 236
354, 128, 250
346,479,756
321. 595. 606
321, 672, 505
323, 791, 674
342, 387, 336
344, 355, 203

$635, 515,
I 7.50,820,

709,076,
687,504,
689,973,
695,779,

702,403,
726, 826,

748, 947,

777, 874,

782, 591,

762, 523,

714, 064,

689, 443,

686, 642.

704, 804,

698, 244,

574
228
860

I

279 !

135
791
847
109
167
367
165
690
358
922
884
006
494

$144 25
144 50
133 00
133 25
135 00
120 00
110 75
109 50
112 00
110 25
112 50
112 75
107 00
102 87
100 00
100 00
100 00

Gold price
of $100

currency.

$69 32
69 20
75 18
75 04
74 07
83 33
90 29
91 32
89 28
90 70
88 89
88 69
93 46
97 21

100 00
100 00
100 00

The Chairman. Your attention has been drawn to the currency of
the national banks and the United States notes together, which make
an aggregate less than was apparently the currency in 1874 ; but what
is the volume to-day of currency, treating gold and silver as currency ?

The circulation has increased.
Mr. Knox. Wonderfully. We have now, altogether, 1,302 millions,

being an increase of 247 millions since January 1, 1879.

Senator Kernan. Of coin and currency in the country, generally ?

I
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Mr. Knox. Yes, sir.

Senator Ferry. That iiiclucles coin and cur.ency !

Mr. Knox. Yes.
Senator Allison. You do not include in the $690,000,000 of paper the

silver certificates ?

Mr. Knox. ^N^ot at all.

Senator Allison. There is a circulation now of several millions of

silver certificates, which are paper money.
Mr. Knox. Eighteen and a half millions were in circulation on l^o-

vember 1, 1880.

Senator KernAN. But you include the silver on which they are based I

Jklr. Knox. Yes ; the silver coin is included There are eighteen or

twent}^ million of silver certificates in circulation now, that I have not

included.

Senator Allison. They are paper 1

Mr. Knox. Yes.
Senator Wallace. But the silver they represent is not included in

the aggregate of circulation ?

Mr. Knox. Yes -, but not the certificates.

Senator Ferry. Those freely circulate ?

Mr. Knox. They circulate in this city freely.

Senator Ferry. Do they elsewhere!
Mr. Knox. Not generally.

Senator Wallace. What is the practical eifect of tlie 5th section,

as it stands, on the circulation of the national banks'?
Mr. Knox. The object of the act, as I suppose, is to make a market

for the bonds therein provided for. I have not yet been able to prepare
a list of the bonds held by each bank separately, but that is now being
done, and I shall be able to send it to the committee probably within two
or three days. I purpose to ascertain what banks hold the five and six

per cents, and whether such banks would still hold one-third of their

capital in bonds supposing they should retire these five and six per
cents, in conformity with the proposed law. We have seen, from a table
which I handed in, that the banks, collectively, are now holding more
than one-third of their capital in bonds, but tliat fifty-four banks are
each holding less, the deficiency being a little less than $9,000,000. If

this section shall be adopted, these fifty-four banks would then be
obliged to do one of two things—either to reduce their capital or to pur-
chase more bonds. The banks can now readily reduce their capital, in

anticipation of the adoption of this section ; but should they not do this,

then the passage of the bill would make a market for $9,000,000 of bonds,
and $9,000,000 only. I now estimate the amount which the banks would
be obliged to buy, after the 5's and 6's which they hold are paid off, at

$50,000,000, in order to conform to the law as to one-third of the capital.

Senator Kernan. So tliat in no event would there be a market for

more than $60,000,00^ for the banks 1

Mr. Knox. As I said before, the banks now hold nearly one-third of
their capital in 4's and 4J's. You will find here and there an instance
of a bank that is a little below, and another that is a little above ; but
in those that are below I think the aggregate deficiency will not be much
over $60,000,000.
The Chairman. Then you say a compulsory market under that sec-

tion would not be found for more than how many bonds ?

Mr. Knox. It would not probably oblige the banks to buy much over
$60,000,000 ; but, then, it seems to me that legislation of that kind has
the appearance of forcing the banks to buy bonds ; any one who is
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urged to do a thing against his judgment hesitates, and perhaps de-
clines altogether.

The Chairman. May I ask you what do you suppose is the amount
of .bonds of the United States which the banks are obliged to deposit
for safe keeping as collateral security for the public deposits with them?
Mr. Knox. I have that information.
Senator Beck. The law now allows them to deposit other things as

well as bonds, for the safe-keeping of the public money j and this would
open a market to the extent that it made these bonds the exclusive de-

posit.

The Chairman. What is tiie amount they are required to deposit I

Senator Beck. They can give a mortgage on property.
Mr. Knox. I think there are a few banks on the frontier that do not

furnish government bonds exclusively as security for deposits j but those
are exceptional cases. Such banks have, perhaps, in addition to their

bonds, put in some other personal security. I am not certain that there
is any such case at present, but there were instances of that kind in the
beginning of tljip system. I think there was one case in Montana, some
years ago, where an additional bond was offered as such security by a
national bank, and it was taken in addition to the government bonds.
It is the intention of the government always to have an amount of se-

curity in excess of the government deposits. I think the amount of
bonds now held by the Treasurer would cover the deposits.

Senator Beck. But the law allows other securities ?

Mr. Knox. The law does not strictly require that they shall be gov-
ernment bonds.

Senator Beck. ]Srow give us the £^mouut, please, as the chairman
asked you.
Mr. Knox. It was $11,800,000 on the 1st day of October last.

The Chairman. That was collateral security given to the government
when the government makes deposits with the banks. Is that it f

Mr. Knox. Yes, sir.

Senator Beck. The First Xational Bank of 'New York, a year ago,

is reported to have had $128,000,000 of government money lying in its

vaults. It must have been much larger than that.

Mr. Knox. It was large at that time.

Senator Allison. That was during the process of refunding.
The Chairman. To enlighten myself, may I ask you this question

:

I have heard it stated that as much as $250,000,000 would be deposited
with the banks at times, and that there would be requisite under this

act an equal amount of three per cent, bonds, if the banks desired to

receive the deposits j in other words, there would be a market created
for $250,000,000 of the three per cent, bonds, to be employed by the
banks as their special security for government deposits. What is your
criticism on that statement 1

Mr. Knox. I do not know of any such transaction as that. I have
personally nothing to do with the matter of receiving bonds as security

for government deposits, nor have I anything to do with government
,

deposits at all.

The Chairman. What officer of the Treasury could answer ?

Mr. Knox. Mr. Upton, the assistant secretary, can give you the facts

about it. You will find that on April* 4, 1879, the banks had on deposit

in the Treasurj^ 309 millions of United States bonds as security for gov-

ernment deposits, and that on June 14 following they held 257 millions.

That was in the midst of the refunding operations, and by reference to

page 150 of my last report you will find the amount was reduced to 18 .
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millions on October 2 of tliat year and to 14 millions on December 12,

at which amount it has remained to the present time.

Senator Beck. So that makes what the chairman says, that at times
there are very large amounts held.

Mr. Knox. Yes, sir j during the enormous refunding operations of that
year only.

Senator Ferry. Tou make out that fourteen or fifteen million wiU be
required as security for the government funds deposited with the banks,
and that $60,000,000 would bejtaken by the banks, making in all about
$75,000,000. What additional amount of three per cents, including the
surplus money in the country, in your opinion, would be taken of the
short bonds, under the clause as to one, two, or three years' redeemable
notes ?

Mr. Knox. I do not know whether I quite understand you.
Senator Ferry. How many Treasury notes under this clause, calling

them Treasury notes instead of certificates, as they should properly be
called, would probably be taken by the banks, including the $75,000,000
.already mentioned ! How much of the surplus money of the banks
would they absorb, in your judgment?
Mr. Knox. I think in regard to these certificates that the banks

would not themselves take them at first, but would probably receive
them after they should get into circulation. I think the certificates

would work something like the comi)ound-interest tiotes formerly issued
by the government. The certificates would probably go into circula-

tion temporarily, and the banks would then take them. Some of them
would receive the certificates at par, after interest had accrued, and
some of them would perhai)s pay a little portion of the interest as it

accrued.
Senator Kernan. Would they loan on them, making short loans to

their customers ?

Mr. Knox. Certainly.
Senator Ferry. In other words, can $300,000,000, or, if not, what

amount, of these fifty-cjollar certificates, as they are named here, be
placed, in your judgment, on the terms stated in the bill?

Mr. Knox. I should think nothing hke $300,000,000.
Senator Ferry. What amount do you think? You have already

$75,000,000 provided for in the banks.
Mr. Knox. I do not suppose that the Secretary would undertake to

issue the certificates and sell the bonds at the same time. The opera-
tions would interfere very much with each other.
Senator Ferry. I want to call your attention in that connection to

the requirements of the sinking fund, which can as well be placed in the
three per cents as in any other bonds. In five years the sinking fund
will require $200,000,000, because your requirement for the coming
year is $46,000,000, and last year was $40,000,000.
Mr. Knox. That all^epresents bonds.
Senator- Ferry. Here you have $75,000,000 that the banks would

take; adding $200,000,000 for the sinking fund crowds very closely on
the $300,000,000 in this bill.

Senator Allison. The banks \tould not take the $75,000,000 in cer-
tificates

; they would take bonds.
Mr. Knox. They would not be lively to subscribe for certificates.
Senator Ferry. Taking into consideration the sinking fund, what,

in your judgment, would be the maximum amount of these certificates,
as they are called in the bill, that could be placed ?
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Mr. Knox. I do not feel like makiDg an estimate. This matter of
the certificates and the loans is rather out of my department.

Senator Ferry. Have you no judgment on it 1

Mr. Knox. I should estimate the amount of the certificates at from
100 millions to 150 millions.

Senator Morrill. And they would not come in until after the ne-
gotiation of the bonds ?

Mr. Knox. 'No, sir.

Senator Allison. I was going to ask you for a little information. I

should like to know whether the national banks are paying large divi-

dends or small ones, or what they are doing

!

Mr. Knox. I have a table upon that subject. The banks were more
prosperous during the last year than for several years previous. Their
dividends for that year were about 7 per cent. For the years 1878 and
1879 their dividends were between 6 and 7 per cent.

Senator Beck. Is not that profit both uj)on their capital and surplus

!

Mr. Knox. No, sir; it is on the capital.

Senator Beck. Independent altogether of the surplus 1

Mr. Knox. Yes, sir. I think the proper ratio should be on the capi-

tal and surplus.

Senator Beck. What is the ratio on capital and surplus I

Mr. Knox. During the first six months of 1880 it was 3.17 per cent.,

and for the six months ending September 1, 1880, it was 3.18 per cent.,

in all 6.35 per cent.

Senator Beck. On capital and surplus both 1

Mr. Knox. Yes, sir.

Senator Beck. After paying all the expenses of the banks

!

Mr. Knox. Yes, sir. In 1879 it was 6.7 per cent. ; in 1878, 6.21 per
cent. In this connection it maj^ be stated that during the first six months >

of last year there were 269 banks that did not pay any dividends at all.

Senator Allison. Paid no dividends ?

Mr. Knox. No dividends at all, and 290 banks in the second six month-
paid no dividends at all.

Senator Ferry. Owing to losses ?

Mr. Knox. On account of their losses. The law provides that if any
bank has met with losses it shall not pay dividends. Its charter is

liable to forfeiture at any time for paying a dividend when it has not

earned the money. The banks have no right to pay out their capital in

dividends. Particular attention is paid to this feature of the system,

,

and close scrutiny is given to the reports of the examiners, and those
of the banks themselves, to see that it is not violated.

Senator Beck. Let me understand that. That 6.35 per cent, on cap
ital and surplus is the average, including all those banks that made*
nothing ?

Mr. Knox. Yes, sir ; that is the average of the whole.

Senator Beck. Broken banks and all ?

Mr. Knox. No broken banks.
Senator Beck. Non-dividend-paying banks !

Mr. Knox. All banks that are in operation.

This is the table showing the capital, surplus, dividends, and total

earnings of all the national banks ^for each half year, from March 1,
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1878, to September 1, 1880, together with the ratio of dividends to cap-

ital and to capital and surplus, and of earnings to capital and surplus

:

PeriocI of
No. of

i

•S-Z^''"-"^-

Mar. 1, 1878
Sept. 1, 1878
Mar. 1, 1879
Sept. 1, 1879
Mar. 1, 1880
Sept. 1, 1880

2,074
2,047
2,043
2,045
2,046
2,072

Capital.

475, 609, 751
470, 231, 896
464, 413, 996
455, 132, 056
454, 080, 090

454, 215, 002

Surplus.

122, 373, 561
118, 687, 134
116, 744, 135
115, 149, 351
117, 226, 501

120, 145, 649

Total divi- Total net
dends.

i

earnings.

18, 982, 390
17,959,223
17, 541, 054
17, 401, 867
18, 121, 273
18, 290, 200

16, 946, 696

13, 658, 893

14, 678, 660

16, 873, 200
21, 152, 784
24, 033, 250

Divi-
dends to
capital.

3.99
3.81
3.78
3.82
3.99
4.03

Dividends?
to capital
and sur-
plus.

3.17
3.04
3.02
3.05
3.17
3.18

Earnings
to capital
and sur-
plus.

2.83
2.31
2.53
2.96
3.70
4.18

And this statement shows by geographical divisions the number of
national banks, with their capital, which have paid no dividends to their

.stockholders during the two semi-annual periods of 1880, together with
the totals for each semi-annual period in the four preceding years:

Geographical divisions.

New England States
Middle States
Southern States
Westein States and Territories

Totals for 1880
Totals for 1879
Totals for 1878
Totals for 1877
Totals for 1876

Average for five years . .

.

Six months ending

—

March 1, 1880. September 1, 1880.

No. of
banks.

Capital.

30 $6, 965, 000
9, 959. 000

29
I

4, 129, 000
99 9,354,200

226
309
328
245
235

30, 407, 200
53, 843, 700
48, 797, 900
40, 452, 000
34, 290, 320

41, 558, 224

No. of
banks.

15
73
27
118

233
299
357
288
273

Average for the
year.

Capital. j
No. of

I

banks.

$3. 025, 000
9, 138, 000
3, 945, 900

10, 225. 250

23
70
28

109

26, 334, 1,50

44, 576, 300
58, 736, 950
41, 166. 200
44, 057, 725

230
304
343
266
254

290
i

42,974,265 279

Capital.

$4, 995, 000
9, 548, 500
4, 037, 450
9, 789, 725

28, 370, 675
49, 210, 000
53, 767, 425
40, 809, 100
39, 174. 022

•42, 266, 244

Senator Allison. Have you a table as to the taxes paid by the
banks ?

Mr. Knox. Yes. I have a small table on that subject.
Senator Allison. I mean a table including State and national taxes !

Mr. Knox. Yes; the aggregate taxation. I shall have to give you
the figures for 1879, because we do not get the returns of State taxation
until the year following their payment. The taxes which the banks
paid during the year 1879 were over three per cent, upon their capital.

Senator Kernan. State, national, and local ?

Mr. Knox. Yes, sir. In the Middle and Western States the ratio of
taxes was exactly the same, 3.6 per cent. In the JS'ew England and
Southern States it was the same, 2.7 per cent., but we have a great
many exceptions to this. For instance, the New York City banks paid
a tax of 5 per cent.; Albany, 5.4* per cent.; Milwaukee, 5.3 per cent.;
and Chicago, 5.8 per cent., on account of the heavy local city taxation.
This is the table

:
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1

Taxation of National BanlxS.

1878.

1

Geographical divisions.

Amount of taxes. Ratios to capital.

j
United

1 States.
state. Total.

United
States.

state. Total.

Per ct.1 Per ct Per ct.

New England States $166, 737, 594
: $1, 900, 735 $2, 593, 043 $4, 493, 778 1.1 1.6 2.7

Middle States 176 768 399 i 3 054 576 3, 217, 485
406 076

6, 272, 061
815 915

2 7 1 8 3 5
Southern States 31,' 583^348 i '409,839 1 a 1*3 2 6
Western Statesand Terr's. 95,974,897

i
1,362,082 1, 839, 929 3, 202, Oil

1

i. 4 2.0 3.4

United States 471, 064, 238
j

6, 727, 232 1 8, 056, 533 14, 783, 765
j

1. 4
|

1. 7
j

3.

1

New England States '

$165, 032, 512
1
$1, 942, 209 ' $2, 532, 004 $4, 474, 213 1.2 1.5 2.7

Middle States 170, 431, 205
!

3, 190, 113 1 2,^30, 269
30 555 018 425 997 1 383 9'?7

6, 126, 382
809, 924

3, 208, 844

1 9 1.7 3 6
Southern States 1 4 1 3 2 7
Western Statesand Terr's. 90i 949; 769

1 1, 457, 812
|

1, 75l', 032 1.6 2.0 3.6

United States 456, 968, 504
j

7, 016, 131
j

7, 603, 232 14,619,368
1

1.5 1. 7
1

3. 2

Rates of taxation.

Cities. 1877. , 1878. 1879.

United
States.

state. Total g^JS^j ^^ate. Total United
States.

state; Tot;

Per ct.Perct. Peret. Perct. Per ct. Per ct. Per ct. Per ct. Per ct.

Boston 1.3 1.6 2.9 1. 3 1. 3 2.6 1.3 1.3 2.8
New York 2.1 2.9 5.0 2. 2 2. 9 5.1 2.0 2.9 5.5
Albany 3.0 3.2 6.2 2. 8 2. 8 5.6 2.9 2.5 5.4
Philadelphia 2.1 0. 7 2 8 2. 0. 7 2.7 2.1 7 2 8
Pittsburgh 1.4 0. 5

j
1.9 1. 3 0. 5 1.8 1.4 0.6 2.0

Baltimore 1.2 1. 9 1 3. 1 1. 2 1. 8 3.0 1.2 1.3 2.5
Washington
New Orleans

1.3 0.7 i 2.0 1. 4 0. 6 2.0 1.4 0.4 1.8
1.5 0.9 2.4 1. 5

i
1. 2.5 1.7 0.5 2. J

Louisville 1.4 0.5 1.9 1. 4
!

0. 5 1.9 1.5 0.6 2.1
Cincinnati ". 1.7 2.9 4.6 1. 5 2. 7 4.2 1.9 2.4 4.3
Cleveland .... ......... 1.1

2.2
1.6
2.4
1.4
1.3

2.2
2.9
1.7

3.3
5.8

1. 1 2.

2. 5 2. 6
1. 7 ! 1. 5
2. 4 1 2. 6

1. 6 2.

4

1. 3 1. 5

3.1
5.1
3.2
5.0
4.0
2.8

1.3
3.4
1.8
2.8
1.8
1.5

2.0
2.4
2.2
2.5
2.1
1.5

3.3
5.8
4.0
5.3
3.9
3.0

Chicago
Detroit .

2.6 ; 5.0
2.5

!
3.9

1. 7 3.Saint Paul

The Chairman. The variations are caused by local taxation, and not
by State taxation imd United States taxation ?

Mr. KjsOX. Yes, sir.

Senator Ivernai^. And the local taxes are much hea\ner than the
State taxes ?

Mr. Knox. Yes, sir. These ratios are ratios on capital, and, of course,

our ratios depend ^rery much on the amounts of deposits. The deposits

of a bank may be\ very much larger than its capital, and the United
States taxes are le^ried upon its deposits ] so that our ratios to capital

with regard to tax:ation are not in all respects exactly fair, but in re-

spect to State taxation they are strictly true.

Senator Ferry. Your report shows proportionately a very small

amount of tax on <[japital, but largely on deposits and largely on circu-

lation.

Senator AllisoN. Lc?t me ask a question ii1 reg£ird to thetax on
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circulation, as bearing upon tlie cost of issuing notes. The tax on cir-

culation is 1 per cent.?

IMr. Knox. Yes, sir.

Senator Allison. I^ow, what is the actual cost of issuing these notes

to the banks!
Mr. Knox. It is said that you should keep up the tax on circulation,

and one reason assigned for so doing is that the banks ought to pay
all the cost of engraving and printing their notes, and all the expenses

of my office. That is a proper thing to do, and the law as it passed

originally provided that such costs and expenses should be paid out of

this tax on circulation. That was one object of affixing the tax on cir-

culation. But while the expenses of my office, including the paper, the

engraving, the printing, and the issuing of all these notes, are about

$200,000 a year, the government is the gainer by the single item of the

loss in circulating notes of the banks to the extent of at least $3,500,000.

Senator Morrill. Up to the present time ?

Mr. Knox. Up to this time about $3,500,000.

The Chairman. Has that antount disappeared !

Mr. Knox. Yes, sir. That is profit to the government. That would
pay the expenses of issuing the notes and everything connected with

them for fifteen years.

Senator Beck. When <lo you expect the government to get that!

Mr. Knox. In some cases there is only .75 of the circulation now out-

standing.
Senator Beck. But we get nothing until final settlement with the bank.
Mr. Knox. The government has the legal-tender notes all the while in

its possession. It has the use of it continually.

Senator Beck. But what I want to get at is this : Will the banks be
required to settle up and take in all the notes that were issued to them,
whether lost or not, at the expiration of the charter or when do they
expect to pay them

!

Mr. Knox. There are fifteen of the first banks that failed which now
have a circulation outstanding of $11,628. It is an average of only .75

of one per cent. None of that will come in of any consequence. The
government has gained $11,628 by the lost notes of these fifteen banks.

Senator Beck. Is it your understanding that al the expiration of the
present charters of the banks they will each have to pay for all the cir-

culation that was issued to them, and that then we shall get that profit

and the loss !

Mr. Knox. My understanding is that if a bank fails, discontinues bu-
siness, or goes into liquidation, or if its charter expires, it must deposit
lawful money in the Treasury for the full amount of its circulating notes.

Senator Beck. But its charter expires in twenty years, does it not?
Mr. Knox. The limitation is twenty years.

Senator Beck. Is it expected that at the close of twenty years each
bank will wind up and settle for all the circulation given to it, so as to

give us the benefit of that loss !

Mr. Knox. When abank fails or goes into liquidation legal-tender notes
are deposited on its account in the United States Treasury to the full

amount of its outstanding circulation. The bank relinquishes all interest

in or responsibility for this circulation by this deposit. The Treasury
redeems or i)ays the bank notes. Some time must elapse, however, be-
fore tlie Treasury can tell in any particular case what amount of notes
will never be presented. The notes which are never presented the gov-
ernment must finally gain, for it has for its own the legal tenders depos-
ited in their place, but it also has a constant gain from the verj^ first by
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the use of the legal tenders, which remain with it a longer or shorter
time. Twenty-three banks which failed previous to 1873 have 845,644 of
circulating notes still outstanding out of an original issue of 83,196,093.
The proportion of the notes remaining unredeemed is, therefore, in the
case of these banks, 1.43 per cent, of the amount issued. It is probable
that further redemptions will reduce the i)ercentage, which will never
be redeemed, to about one per cent., as before stated. What the final

gain will be can be judged from the results in the redemption of the
notes of the first twenty-three banks.
Senator Beck. But you say we gain three and a half millions. We

gain nothing until we get it; that is, our debt is not reduced until we
settle with the banks. Is it proposed that each bank as its charter
expires shall settle up and give us the benefit of that, or are they going
to try to renew their charters again without accounting?
Mr. Knox. It is impossible for,the banks to go into liquidation with-

out depositing in the Treasury legal tenders equal to the amount of
their circulating notes. There is nothing in the law to prevent any
national b;ink from going into liquidatif)n at any time. There is noth-
ing in the law to prevent any i)rivate persons from organizing a bank.
If the national banks now in operation should see fit to go into liquida-

tion they could do so, and thereafter the same stockholders could asso-

ciate themselves together again, and organize another national bank.
Senator Morrill. But the old notes would all have to be redeemed!
Mr. Knox. Yes, sir.

The C)HAIRMAN. Either redeemed or protected by a deposit of Treas-

ury notes ?

Mr. Knox. Yes.
Senator Beck. But what I want to get at is, can they not do that for

the purpose of preventing the twenty years' limitation running against

them, and keep from paying us these three and a half millions?

Mr. Knox. They must deposit Treasury notes to the amount of their

circulation.

Senator Beck. And the government gets the benefit of the use of

that money !

Mr. Knox. Of that deposit fund, yes, sir.
^

Senator Kernan. It becomes a new bank, to all intents and purposes,!

not a ( o.Jtinuance in the sense of carr^ving along their old bills ?

Mr. Knox. Yes, sir.

Senator Wallace. As the practical result of this fifth section on the

question of refunding the national debt, I understand you to say it would
amount to $6(),()00,000, and that to that extent it would change tlie circu-

lation of the national banks ?

Mr. Knox. It would make a compulsorj^ market for bonds to about
that amount.

Senator Wallace. That is the extent of it ?

Mr. Knox. Yes, sir; I shall be able to furnish the committee in a few
days with the true figures.

Senator Ferry. And as to the $14,()00,0i/0 required as security for

public moneys, that might make a place for bonds ?

Mr. Knox. In regard to that $14,000,000 it seems to me bad policy to

say that the banks shall deposit only the lowest priced bond in the

market as security for deposits. What the government wants is to get

as much security as it can for its deposits. If there should be danger
that these bonds would go below par, w^ould not a bank hesitate about
purchasing the bonds ?
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Senator Fekry. But tbe government should not hesitate to take its

own bonds.
Mr. Knox. But the bill says they shall buy onl}^ one class of bonds^

and the bonds belong to the bank, and the government can decline to

^'epurchase the bonds at par.

Senator Kernan. You want to strike out ''only," and let the banks
furnish any bonds as security ?

Mr. Knox. I would let them deposit any bonds. It might diminish
the amount of security to allow only 3-per cents, to be deposited. They
might willingly jmrchase 4 per cents., or 3J per cents., but decline the
depositary rather than invest in 3 per cents.

Senator Allison. I have not in my mind clearly your objections to

the repeal of section 4 of the act of 1874 and the revival of these two
sections of the Revised Statutes. Please repeat it.

Mr. Knox. I thiidv it deranges our present system, which is right

as it is. After this funding bill is passed and the remainder of the debt
refunded, there will be comparative stability in the price of bonds, and
,the repeal of section 4 will prevent the ebb and flow, the elasticity of the
circulating note, which is indispensable to a w^ell-regulated currency.

I want to refer to an objection made by Senator Beck. He referred
yesterday to some abuses that may have grown up under this provision
allowing banks to take up their bonds as they see fit. The Treasurer
referred to it in his report, and I expected to have seen him here to-day.

Senator Beck. Allow me, before you go on. You remarked just now
that the lowest-i^riced bonds ought not to be taken, because of the gov-
ernment seeking to give the best security to its depositors.
Mr. Knox. Taking the best and largest amount of security for its de-

posits.

Senator Beck. The Secretary has the right to take other security
besides bonds, if he thinks tit, under the present law.
Mr. Knox. Under the present law, but not under the proposed section.
Senator Beck. Why not

!

•
Mr. Knox. I understand the section to mean that he shall receive only

3 per cent, bonds.
Senator Beck. ]N'ow let n,e nsk again, upon that theory, why should

this section of the law of 1874 stand, allowing them to have only $50,000
of bonds on deposit in such a case as that of the Bank of Missouri, we
were talking about a while ago, if the government is looking to the
interest of depositors I Is not the requirement of keeping one-third of
their capital, under sections 5150 and 5160, a good deal better security
for depositors than the present law that yon now object to the repeal of?

Mr. Knox. Our law is burdened with restrictions. I do not think there
e\ er was an act put ui)on the statute book that had so numy restrictions
as tbe national-bank act.

Senator Beck. But the effect would be, w^ould it not, under sections
5159 and 5160, that in the case we were discussing a while ago, if the
Bank of Missouri had been required to comedy with them she would
have had $880,000 for the benetit of her depositors and stockholders as
well, instead of $50,000 under the present law.
Mr. Knox. She might have had more bonds.
Senator Beck. Would she not have been compelled to have !

Mr. Knox. The character of assets depends on the men who transact
the business—the board of directors.

Senator Beck. You say you want a high-priced bond for the security
of depositors ; do you not want one-third of tlie capital always deposited
for security^?
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Mr. Knox. I tliiuk tlie government would readily get a greater
amount of security if the banks were at liberty to buy any United
States bonds. The banks will generally keep one-third of their capital-

in bonds, but they should have the privilege to increase or decrease the
circulation. *

Senator Beck. Then why do you object to the reinstatement of those
two sections?

Mr. Knox. Because I do not think it is a good system.
Senator Beck. The Treasurer of the United States, on pages 19 and

21 of his report, which I now hand to you, and ask you to look over,

goes on to show that gross abuses have grown up out of this act of
J 1874 ; for example

:

Under the construction placed upon the law, banks which have thus reduced
their circulation have been j)erniittod to increase it again as often and as largely as
they chose, whether their legal-tender deposits were exhansted or not. Althongh the
exact amount cannot be ascertained, it is safe to say that many millions of dollars of
additional circulation have been issued under the general provisions of the national
currency act to banks which were still reduciijg their circulation under the act of
June 20, 1874. The consequence has been that the new notes thus issued have, to a
large extent, speedily been presented to the Treasury for redemption out of the legal-

tender deposit. Banks which have applied in vain to the Treasurer for the surrender
of their legal-tender deposits, have accomplished the same object by obtaining new
circulation. The cost of printing the new notes thus issued is borne by the United
States, so that the government, though not deriving the remotest benefit from the
transaction, has been obliged to bear the Avhole expense of their issue, and a part of
the expense of their redemption, simply to enable a bank to do by indirection what it

was not permitted to do directly. In several instances banks have repeated the opera-
tion of reducing and increasing their circulation several times Avithin a brief period,
taking up their bonds and selling them, it would appear, whenever the premium con-
stituted a sufficient inducement, and increasing their circulation again whenever
bonds could be bought at better rates, the United States all the while redeeming their

notes at its own expense or that of the other banks, and issuing others, also at its

own expense, whenever called upon by them.
An example will better illustrate these operations. In January and February, 1875,

'

a certain bank reduced its circulation from $308,490 to $45,000 by deposits of legal-

tender notes. Between September 26, 1876,%nd May 26, 1877, and before that deposit
was exhausted, it increased its circulation to |450,000. Between August 14 and Sep-
tember 10, 1877, it again reduced its circulation to $45,000. On Sei>tember 19, 1877,

nine days after completing the deposits for this reduction, it again began to take out
additional circulation, although $402,550 of prior deposits remained in the Treasury,
and by the 26th of that month its circulation had again been increased to $450,000.
July 22, 1878, it, for the third time, reduced its circulation to $45,000, and in August
and September, 1879, again increased it to $450,000, at which it now remains, the bal-

ance of its former legal-tender deposits then in the Treasury being $112,615. From
January 13, 1875, to the date of this report, $778,275 of its notes have been redeemed,
of which only $40,700 were redeemed at the expense of the bank, although during
more than one-third of that period it had outstanding and was deriving the benefit

from the full amount of circulation which its capital authorized. The only assess-

ments which have been made on the bank for the expenses of redeeming its notes
were $24.74 in 1875, and $4.39 in 1878. At one time there were in actual circulation

$852,550 of its notes, although the highest amount ever borne on its books was $450,000.

That is what is possible, and what is done under the act of 1874,

which is sought to be repealed, and is impossible under the sections oi"

the statutes sought to be revived. Against this repeal and revival the

Comptroller protests, and for this the Secretary pleads. I want the
Comptroller to tell why he pleads for that system. If I was an agent
of a bank, I would plead for it, but as a public officer I cannot under-

stand how it can be done.
The Chairman. Do I understand that any portion of this $852,550

1

was secured by 100 per cent, of bonds against 90 per cent, of notes !

Senator Beck. I think not, and I want the Treasurer here to explain

it, and I want Mr. Knox now to state why it is right.

The Chairman. It is a very important fact.
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Senator Beck. I think I sliall show that it is all wrong, and that this

section, of the act of 1874, ought to be repealed, and these sections of
the statutes ought to be revived, in spite of the Comptroller. It is for

the interest of the banks and against the people.

Mr. Knox. I called on the Treasurer this morning, on my way here,

in the hope that he would come with me, and aid in explaining this

matter to your satisfaction.

SenatorBECK. Explain it, if you please, and we shall get him to ex-

plain it, too. Is that report of his true?
Mr. Knox. In the first place, the law provides that the banks shall

have bonds on deposit to the amount of their circulation, and 10 per
cent, more; but if a bank wishes to reduce its circulation from $200,000
to $150,000, it deposits $50,000 in legal-tender notes and takes out a
proportionate amount of its bonds. The bank has then no more inter-

est in those $50,000 of its notes which it has redeemed than you, or I,

or any outsider has. The government has the legal-tender notes on
deposit to redeem the bank notes. If there is anybody that receives

iiny benefit resulting from the circulation of those notes, it is the gov-
ernment. According to the Treasurer's statement of November 1 last,

the amount of legal tenders lying in the Treasury deposited by banks
which had gone into voluntary liquidation, or by associations desiring
to reduce their circulation, was about $20,000,000.

Senator Beck. Do you say the system is good that enables that to be
done which the Treasurer says is being done 1

Mr. Knox. I wish to say that no bank has any circulation outstand-
ing in excess of 90 per cent, of the bonds on deposit therefor, that it

has any interest in, or from which it derives any profit whatever.
Senator Beck. But do you know what bank is referred to there by

the Treasurer ?

Mr. Knox. I really do not know. I suppose I might guess.
Senator Beck. What is your best guess ?

Mr. Knox. I suppose it is in reference to a bank in the city of New
York. 1 do not know that it is.

Senator Beck. Which one do you think it is?

Mr. Knox. I suppose it is the First National Bank of New York.
Senator Beck. I rather think so from the amounts. Do you say that

that bank had in the Treasury, when it had $880,000 of circulation,

$880,000 of bonds with 10 per cent, more?
Mr. Knox. Either in bonds or in legal tender notes.

Senator Beck. If it had $480,000 of bonds and $400,000 of legal-

tender notes it was locking up that much of legal-tender money.
Mr. Knox. It was so much additional legal-tender in the Treasury.
Senator Beck. When it wanted to redeem, why should it not bring

in its own notes, as provided by these two sections 5159 and 5160, in-

stead of keeping its old notes out and getting new ones too?
Mr. Knox. If you will look at the Treasurer's currency balance on

November 1, you will see that it w^as $26,000,000 only, of which amount
$20,000,000 consisted of legal-tender notes deposited by the national banks
for the purpose of retiring their own notes.

Senator Beck. Does not the government have to print new notes
every time there is an increase in circulation made by a bank?
Mr. Knox. We have national-bank notes in our vaults all the time

already printed. When these are exhausted new notes must, of course,
be printed.
Senator Beck. And the United States prints tliem, and pays the ex-

pense of them?
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Mr. Knox. Yes, sir. Let me say what, in my opinion, will be the
probable action of the banks if this bill should go into operation. The
condition of affairs that has arisen within the last two years as a result
of the recent refunding operations is unprecedented. We have had a
most extraordinary situation in the city of jS'ew York, as well as else-

where. The 4 per cent, bonds of the government, which only about
two years ago sold at par or at 102, have increased in value until they
now sell tor 112 or 113. All classes of the unmatured bonds of the
United States have borne large i^remiums. In the city of New York a
"bank which is receiving ij per cent, a year of prolit ui)on its circulation^
finding the premium upon its bonds to be 10 or 12 per cent., naturally
would like to realize that premium, and therefore it would probably
substitute legal-tender notes and disi^ose of its bonds in the market.
This state of affairs will not long continue after tlie refunding operations
shall have been completed.
We have had two kinds of 5 per cent, and five or six kinds of 6 per

cent, bonds, together with 4 and 4J per cents ; all this variety of bonds
in the market. The market has been unsettled ; that is, it has been ris-

ing, and there has been a great profit on the buying and selling of bonds.
Banks bought them low and now sell them high. Many banks have
suffered losses, and the rise in the value of the bonds has helped to
meet these losses. But after these i^resent bonds have been negotiated,
and refundiug operations shall have been comj)leted, there will not be
any such range in the price of bonds.

Senator Beck. Perhaps notj but if the act of 1874 makes this thing
possible, and the re enactment of those two sections makes the banks
redeem their own notes and makes it impossible, is it not safer and better
for the country that it should be so than to keep up a condition of things
that made that statement of the Treasurer true I

Mr. Knox. If the banks are required and permitted to deposit 3J per
cent, bonds only as security for circulation, the transaction of which you
complain would then of necessity cease. If the tax were reduced to one-
half of one per cent, upon circulation issued on 3J per cent, bonds only,. or
on bonds bearing interest at, say, 3.30, it would in my opinion result in

making a market for not less than $360,000,000 of such bonds at par or
above. I wish to say further, in regard to the Treasurer's statement,
that there has been no additional expense to the Government of the
United States by the operation. He says there were expenses to the
other banks or to the Treasury. The expense has been almost entirely,

you might say, -^q or ii at the expense of the other banks and not at the
expense of the Treasury.

Senator Beck. But why should the other banks be required to pay
for the change made three or four different times, and new notes be
issued every time ijrinted by the Treasury and furnished to those gentle-

men when their own notes were still outstanding?
Mr. Knox. There is a defect in the law in this respect, which is

pointed out at page 56 of my last report.

Senator Beck. I think so.

Mr. Knox. The law provides that the banks shall pay the expense of
redeeming their notes, but the government, in my opinion, should prop-

erly pay the expense of retiring the notes of liquidating and insolvent

banks, for the money is permanently deposited in the Treasury for that
purpose. But there being no law authorizing this to be done, the Treas-

urer is obliged to collect from the banks in operation the cost of redeem-
ing the notes of the banks in liquidation or tbat are retiring their

circulation.
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The Chairman. Still there was an equal opportunity to all banks to

to do this thing?
Mr. Knox. Of course. It is a mere temporary thing.

Senator Wallace. The theory of this system in your mind, Mr.
Knox, is. that tlie government should have entire control only of the se-

curity for circulation.

Mr. Knox. That is my theory.

Senator Wallace. Is it the disposition of the banking department
of the United States Treasury to tend to that result ?

Mr. Knox. So far as the deposit of bonds is concerned. There are

other restrictions on the act that the Chairman has referred to in ref-

ference to reserves which are the result of experience.

Senator Wallace. I am looking to the other question, the question

of principle. Is it the tendency of the banking d^epartment of the

United States to absorb the control of the bankingl interests, or only

of the security for circulation ?

Mr. Knox. That is all, the security for circulation.

Senator Wallace. In other words, you are willing, so far as you can,

to permit each individual bank to stand on its own good management,
except so far as the security of the note-holder is concerned ?

Mr. Knox. That is it exactly.

The Chairman. Is there any possible means under existing law by
which a note unsecured by a ratio of 100 to 90 per cent, of the United
States bonds deposited can be issued by a bank f

Mr. Knox. It can never occur.

Senator Beck. One more question there. In the case put hj the
Treasurer, was there a dollar more than legal-tender notes of an equal
number of the notes of the bank outstanding in the Treasury for any
sum beyond $440,000 ?

Mr. Knox. No, sir.

Senator Beck. Then there was no 10 per cent, additional to secure
that $440,000, half of the $880,000?
Mr. Knox. Dollar for dollar in legal-tender notes.
Senator Beck. That was all. There was no percentage ?

Mr. Knox. Ko.
Senator Beck. And no bonds ?

The Chairman. What had become of the bonds then?
Mr. Knox. The bank, for instance, had $450,000 of circulation and

$500,000 of bonds.
Senator Beck. And never more at any time?
Mr. Knox. That was all. It saw fit to withdraw $200,000 of its bonds,

and then some days or weeks thereafter to buy new bonds and deposit
them, upon which we gave them circulation. We would not have given
them this circulation if the Treasurer had been willing to return to them
the legal-tender notes which they had deposited. This he could have
done. There was no law to prevent it.

Senator Beck. That bank might have sent its own notes to Minne-
sota, so that they could not get back for a year, and get other notes
from the Treasury. It actually had $880,000 of its own notes outstand-
ing, and never had but $500,000 in bonds on deposit here.

Mr. Knox. You have a wrong impression about it.

The Chairman. I see that under the provision which enables these
banks to go into liquidation, where they cannot get back their own
notes from any cause, they are allowed to deposit United States notes
dollar for dollar, and be relieved. It was that permission, as I under-
stand, at all times to account for the national-bank circulation by buy-
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ing United States Treasury notes, under which the bank in question did
buy, say, a thousand or a million of United States Treasury notes, and
put them in the Treasury, as if it had retired its own notes"

Senator Beck. The bonds should be there for the protection of any de-
mands for the payment of those notes all the time ; and therefore they
had by the same law a right to deposit new bonds and draw the 90 per
cent, of circulation upon the new bonds.
Mr. Knox. There is no advanta;^e, whatever, to any bank in a trans-

action of this kind, except the realizing of the premium upon its bonds.
That is all.

Senator Allison. Did it buy the same bonds back at a lower rate ?

Mr. Knox. It could either buy the same bonds or other bonds at a
lower rate.

Senator Beck. You find on the Treasurer's books two sets of accounts,
one running up and the other down, see-sawing, on these bonds.

Senator Ferry. I want to put one question. Has there ever been a
loss to the holder of a national-bank note or a legal-tender note during
your administration ?

The Chairman. There has been a loss of legal-tenders by the pre-
mium on gold.

Senator Ferry. I mean the par value.
Mr. Knox. No loss, except where parties have lost the notes them-

selves.

Senator Ferry. I refer to the payment.
Mr. Knox. O, no.

The Chairman. What effect would a reduction of taxes have on the
negotiation of the new bonds'?
Mr. Knox. The tax upon the deposits of the national banks for the

year 1880 was four millions, and the tax on the deposits of State and
savings banks and private banks was two and one-half millions: The
tax upon capital for all classes of banks was nearly $1,2 0,000. The
tax on deposits is imposed not only on national banks but on all the
other banks and bankers of the country—^nearly 4,000 in number. It is

very unfair in its operation. Frequently the same original deposit is

assessed three or four times in as many different places. The repeal of
this tax would have the tendency to increase the profits of the banks
and decrease the rate of interest. There is so much competition in
banking, and money is so plenty at the present time, that the rates of
interest are not likely in any event to go beyond the legal rate. This
repeal would, if anything could do so under the present low profit on
circulation, induce the organization of new banks and cause some addi-
tional demand for the bonds.
The tax on capital has had the effect to largely decrease the banking

capital of the country. The capital of the national banks in March,
1876, was 504 millions ; on October 1, 1880, it was 457 millions. The
number of banks in existence at the former date was 2,091, and at the
latter 2,090, and yet the decrease in capital was 47 millions. The capital
of State banks and private bankers in 1876 was 214 millions, and in

1880 190 millions, showing a decrease of 24 millions. A considerable
l)ortion of this reduction in the capital of all classes of banks has oc-

curred since the date of resumption, notwithstanding the great increase
of business since that date. This is owing largely to State taxation,
but the repeal of the government taxes on capital and deposits would
give some relief and would induce all classes of banks and bankers,
amounting to more than 6,500, to favorably consider the new loan. The
reduction of one-half the tax on circulation issued on the new bonds only
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would liave a directly favorable effect on the sale of bonds, and, as 1

have ah^eady said, would, in my opinion, furnish a market for 360 mil-

lions of bonds bearing interest, say, at 3 30, all of which bonds would be
permanently held by the banks as security for circulating notes.

Fkiday, January 28, 1881.

The committee resumed its session, there being present, besides the
members of the committee, Hon. James Gilflllan, Treasurer of the
United States.

The Chairman. Mr. Gillillau, you may proceed to make your com-
ment upon the funding bill, or that portion of it which embraces the
5th section. A copy of the bill is before you.

Mr. GiLFiLLAN. I was not informed in the notice to appear of any
particular point upon which a statement from me was desired.

The Chairman. I believe that it was on the suggestion of Mr. Beck
that Mr. Gilfillan was asked to come before the committee.

Senator Beck. The reason why I made the suggestion that perhaps
induced the chairman to call Mr. Gilfillan's attention more i^articularly

to the oili section was that when we had Mr. Knox before us I read
from the report of the Treasurer, on pages 19, 20, and 21, showing the
bad effects, as I think, of some of the provisions of the act of 1874,

suggesting a return to the act of 18G4, or sections 5159 and 5160 of the
Revised Statutes. I said I would be very anxious to hear the Treas-

urer as to the operations of these banks in increasing and reducing
and reducing and increasing, backwards and forwards. Xo doubt that
is why the chairman called the attention of Mr. Gilfillan more i)articu-

larly to that section at first. Here is your report, Mr. Gilfillan, which
contains the general history and operation of the system, and how far

the 5th section seems to remedy the evils you speak of there, was the
point I was endeavoring to obtain.

Mr. Gilfillan. The Treasurer is made the custodian, and holds in

trust the bonds deposited for circulation of the national banks. Under
the act of June 20, 1874, he is also required to redeem the circulation of
all national banks when x)resented.

The Chairman. On page 19 of your report, speaking of the reduction
and increase of national-bank circulation, you say that the law of June
20, 1874, " authorizes any national bank desiring to withdraw its circu-

lating notes to take up the bonds deposited for the security of such
notes upon the deposit of lawful money"—which means United States
notes—" with the Treasurer of the United States, and provides that an
equal amount of the outstanding notes of the bank shall be redeemed
at the Treasur}^" when they are presented.
The statement you make is, that the entire expense of the redemption

of the whole of this large amount which has been brought in has been
borne by other national banks, and you state the object of this deposit
of United States notes, in order to take up the currency which has been
secured by the deposit of bonds, has been, on the part of the banks, not
to increase their volume of currency, but it has been to avail themselves
of the premium upon their bonds by a sale. Let me ask you what would
be the actual expense if each bank for such operation as that were to

pay itself the expense of transfer and exchange of the money ; could they
not diminish the expense very much by having notes of very large de-

nominations issued to them instead of small ones I
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Mr. GiLFiLLAN. Yes, sir; the expense of assortiDgwourd be reduced
in that way.
The Chairman. What is the whole expense of that bureau ?

Mr. GiLFiLLAN. Last year it was $143,728.39.
Senator Morrill. Less than it has been before ?

Mr. GiLFiLLAN. Yes, sir ; nearly $100,000 less than the preceding-
year. It cost each bank of $100,000 capital, with $90,000 circulation,

$37.69 to have such of its notes redeemed as were presented for redemp-
tion during the last fiscal year.

The Chairman. You illustrate this by stating that a certain bank, to
which YOU refer on page 20, twice repeated the operation of depositing
$450,000. That would be $900,000. What would be the actual expense
of that if the bank had borne it by itself ?

Mr. GiLFiLLAN. The expense of assorting would have been com-
puted by the one thousand notes; the expense of transportation by the
one thousand dollars.

Senator Kernan. What was the expense of each operation f

The Chairman. The actual expense?
Senator Kernan. Which would be repeated.
Ml. GiLFiLLAN. There would be first the expense of paper and print-

ing the notes, which is borne by the United States.

The Chairman. What would that amount to 'I

Mr. GiLFiLLAN. I do not know the exact cost, but it would not be
less th-an $1,550 for that amount of notes of average denominations.
The Chairman. Would not a great deal of that expense depend upon

the denominations that were asked for?

Mr. GiLFiLLAN. Yes, sir ; it would depend entirely upon that.

The Chairman. Does it cost more to print a note for $1,000 than one
for $10 '?

Mr. GiLFiLLAN. ^o ; the expense is usually reckoned by the thousand
sheets : it costs so much a sheet, whether the note is a dollar note, or a
thousand dollar note, or a ten thousand dollar note.

The Chairman. The mere matter of printing ?

Mr. GiLFiLLAN. Precisely.

The Chairman. Could you estimate what the expense to the govern-
ment was of the transfer of eight or nine hundred thousand dollars ?

Mr. GiLFiLLAN. Not with exactness, without knowing the denomina-
tions of the notes and the number.

Senator KERNii.N. Could you give us per sheet about how much it

would be, whether a one dollar note or a hundred dollar note ?

Mr. GiLFiLLAN. The difiiculty in estimating the cost of national-bank
notes is that ditferent denominations are printed on the same sheet. It

is different with United States notes.

The Chairman. But this has notliing to do with United States notes,

except when they have brought them back and deposited them. It is

the cost of the national currency.
Mr. GiLFiLLAN. I hav6 nothing to do with the issue of national bank

notes, and I do not know definitely as to the cost.

The Chairman. You have referred in your report to the expense of
that as having been incurred at the cost of the whole association of
banks, when in this i^articular case an individual bank had all the ben-
efit of it?

Mr. GiLFiLLAN. Yes, sir. Reducing banks under existing law have
the benefit and escape the expense.
The Chairman. I should like to know, after all, what was the co8|

if it amounted to a creat deal of monev ? «
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Mr. GiLFiLLAN. I cannot tell the exact cost without knowing the

denomination of the notes.

The Chairman. Was it very serious?

Mr. GiLFiLLAN. The expense last year of redeeming $900,000 of bank
notes of average denominations was $2,340, to which should be added
$1,550, the estimated cost of jiaper and printing.

Senator Kernan. I do not quite understand how frequent operations

like that mentioned on page 21 of your report occur. 1 want to get at

the fact, whether that was a frequent thing.

The Chairman. As I understand the cost to the bureau in redemp-
tion, it amounts to $143,000 a year, about $37 on every bank having a
circulation of $90,000. One of these banks, however, returns as a cir-

culation, you may say, in the same year, $900,000 by these means. I

merely want to know whether that is a very serious cost, and becomes
a matter of serious injustice to the association of banks for the indi-

vidual return of its circulation twice over ?

Mr. GiLFiLLAN. The cases in my report were only cited as illustra-

tions. There has been under the act of June 20, 1874, $71,000,000
retired, but the net decrease in national-bank circulation outstanding
has only been about $7,000,000 since the passage of that act. It was
not the cost to any particular bank, but the system under which such
transactions take place, to which the attention of the department was
invited.

Senator Morrill. Was this surrendering of currency resorted to to

any great extent throughout the country !

Mr. GiLFiLLAN. I do not know how many banks did it.

Senator Kernan. It is not surrendering currency. They deposit
greenbacks to redeem, say, $50,000 of their own bills, and then they do
not take up their bonds. Their bonds are there, and then they just take
out, two days after, the same amount of bank notes again which they
have prepared to redeem. Is that it ?

The Chairman, l^o.

Senator Kernan. Let me read from the Treasurer's Report, on page
21:

Other banks have reduced and forthwith increased their circulation to its former
amount, with the avowed object of relieving themselves from the trouble and expense
of redeeming their notes through the five per cent, redemption fund. For example, a
bank deposited $45,000 in legal-tender notes for the reduction of its circulation on
April 3, 1878, and on April 5, 1878, two days afterwards, without having touched the
bonds deposited as security, took out $45,000 of additional circulation. In like man-
ner on July 11, 1879, it deposited $9,000 for the same purpose, and on the very same
day, without disturbing its bonds, it took out $9,000 of additional circulation.

Do you not see that the government has the trouble of redeeming
these notes and then putting right out the same amount ?

Senator Morrill. But they have the same amount. The govern-
ment has it in advance.

Senator Kernan. They have their regular notes there.

Senator Morrill. So that the bank does not get a dollar more ?

Senator Kernan. That is so j but the Treasurer is speaking in his
report about their speculating in stocks, taking the ups and downs of
stocks and contracting the currency b^^ depositing greenbacks and waiting
for notes or getting new notes, contracting it to that extent in hard times.
That is the purport of the statement, and I want to know if there is

much of that done ?

Senator Morrill. I suppose the point you are trying to get at is the
case of a bank with some 4J per cents on deposit that are bringing a
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liigh premium. They want to sell those and get some others in that
they can get at less expense.

Senator Kerna]s\ The Treasurer says they did this " with the avowed
object of relie\'iug themselves from the trouble and expense of redeem-
ing their notes through the 5 per cent, redemption fuud.^ In a word,
they throw it on the government, ^ow, whether much or little,' they
should not do that.

Mr. GiLFiLLAN. The Treasurer's statement was made not to draw
attention to any particular banks, but to the system. Of course, a con-
tingency might arise under which the evil would be greatly increased.
That was the point, and not merely to call attention to the evil as it has
existed in the past.

The Chairman. Kepeat that statement, please.

Mr. Gllfillan. Xot merely that there has been improper fluctuation

of circulation in the past, but contingencies may arise in funding which
will induce the banks to reduce circulation largely. There are seven hun-
dred and fifty banks which now have but $50,000 capital. They cannot
reduce under the fouith section of the act of 1874. It might happen
that those seven hundred and fifty banks would be left to bear the ex-

pense of redeeming the notes of all the national banks.
The Chairjia^t. I see that your comment, at pages 19 and 20, is that

the apparent intention of the act of Juue 20, 1874, was to allow this

power to banks of returning United States notes to the Treasury and
taking out their bonds, and in that way retiring their own circula-

tion; for when they have deposited United States uot^s they are exoner-
ated from any responsibility for the circulation issued to them by the
government, whether it is outstanding or not. It was thought that it

would be what you may call a regulation of the volume of currency;
that when it became redundant they could retire their currency; when
they desired more currenc}' they could deposit more bonds and issue

more currency; but that, under the working of the system, has been
simply to enable them to avail themselves of the fluctuations in the price

of bonds; and not for the purpose of checking a redundancy of cur-

rency, but for the purpose merely of obtaining the premium upon the
bonds they have availed themselves of this a<it, bringing United States
not^s in when they could not get their own, and taking up their bonds
for the purpose of sale.

Mr. GiLFiLLAN. The higher the market rate of bonds the less elastic

the currency would be—if it is ever elastic under that section, which is

doubtful—because the bank can only get the same amount of circulation

on a bond worth 150 as on a bond at par, so that if it were elastic when
bonds are at par, when they get to be at a high rate of premium it may
be for the interest of a bank to look to the premium on the bonds and
not to the profit on circulation. That is the point.

Senator Allison. Do you say that under this funding bill this opera-

tion might be carried on to a large extent, you think ? Mji

Mr. Gllfillan. Yes, sir ; under circumstances which might arise. HI
Senator Allison. They would carry it on in this way, would they not ?

They would take out their 4 per cent, bonds, deriving a large premium
for the time being by the deposit of greenbacks, and then after a little

while they would buy the 3^ or 3 per cent, bonds and take circulation

upon those ? Is not that your idea of the way it would operate ?

Mr. GiLFiLLAN. When that part of my rei)ort was written, of course

1\had neither funding operations nor this bill in view.

Senator Allison. You had in view an amendment to the bank ac

I
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Mr. GiLFiLLAN. Or a regulation of tlie department, if it could be
etfected in that way.

Senator Allison. The object to the banks, as I understand these
pages in your report, is to take out bonds bearing a large x>reinium ?

Mr. GiLFiLLAN. That seems to be the object.

Senator Allison. And if they would do it to a considerable extent
under this funding bill they would do it by selling their high-priced

bonds and buying the low-i^riced bonds that we propose to sell. Is not
that the way they would exert themselves I

Mr. GiLFiLLAN. They might, unless tbey wished to absolutely sur-

render the circulation entirely.

Senator Allison. So that this provision would really aid the fund-
ing operations rather than retard them? In other words, if I under-
stand your statement correctly, the revival of these two sections of the
Kevised Statutes, and the rei)eal of section 4, might have the effect to
retard the operations of the remainder of this bill, to wit, an induce-
ment for the banks to take low-priced bonds instead of high-priced
bonds?
Mr. GiLFiLLAN. Perhaps so, on that supposition, which is improba-

ble, because under existing law banks can reduce their bonds to $30,000
without substituting others, but if the 5th section is enacted they must
substitute the new bonds to an amount eqnal to one-third of their capital.

Senator Allison. Then, is it not true that, while we are engaged in
this operation of funding, it would be wise to postpone a change of this
bank law until that was done?

Mr. GiLFiLLAN. As to any other direct effect on funding, I am not
I)repared to speak. I am only incidentally interested in the question
as it affects the business of the Treasurer's office, which will be benefited
by the projjosed (change in the system.

Senator Allison. I understand ; but I understood you to say that this
might be done largely under this funding bill. If so,' I want to see how
it would be done.

Mr. GiLFiLLAN. I spoke of the fact that reduction of bank circula-
tion might take place, and throw the expense of redeeming the notes on
a few banks ; that is all.

Senator Allison. Undoubtedly.
Mr. GiLFiLLAN. As to what effect the repeal of section 4 of the act

of 1874 would have on funding, other than that such repeal will tend
to retard sharp contraction of the currency and withdrawal of bonds, I
am not prepared to say.
The Ohaiuman. Were your remarks influenced by the fact of an in-

creased expense that you thought was caused by individual banks at
the cost of the entire association of banks? Was that the view with
which this was written ?

Mr. GILFILLAN. That and the expense to the United States of print-
ing the notes.

The Chairman. Was your comment with a view of the effect of this
law on the refunding question or not ?

Mr. GiLFiLLAN. No, sir. 1 had not that in mind at the time of writ-
ing.

Senator Allison, I see that the two examples that you cite are ex-
amples that occurred in 1877, 1878, and 1879. Have there been any
notable examples of this character during the last year?

Mr. GiLFiLLAN. I did not look at that I will answer that question
before this statement is completed. I have not the figures at this mo-
ment
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Senator Allison. I should like to have an answer. I should like to
know if this is a continuous operation, because I can see very well how
it wQuld occur during: the process of funding before. The banks that
had high-priced bonds would draw them in and sell them and then buy
in the 4's and renew their circulation.

Senator Wallace. The effect of that would be to throw a great many
4:'s on the market and renew the operation to take up the currency.

Senator Allison. Xo ; because the common market would absorb
them anyway.

Senator Wallace. That is the question.
Senator Allison. It would, because their number is limited.

Mr. GiLFiLLAN. During the fiscal year 1880, additional circulation
was issued to two hundred and two national banks, thirty-one of which
banks had legal-tender notes on deposit in the Treasury for the reduc-
tion of their circulation. Since July 1, 1880, additional circulation has
been issued to thirt^^-six national banks, twelve of which banks had
legal tender notes on dei)osit in the Treasury for the reduction of their

circulation.

ScDator Morrill. I understand that Mr. Gilfillan in making the re-

port mainly referred to the injustice that he thought was done to some
of the other banks in throwing the entire expense upon the associated
banks instead of defraying it themselves, as it was an operation in

which a single bank was exclusively interested.

The Chairman. It goes further than that. On i>age 21 you will see
he says that there has been an operation under this law that never was
contemplated. After speaking of the fact of the sudden return of the
currency, and then the sudden demand for more, he says :

Such a construction utterly perverts the original iuteution of the act. Instead of

the volume of the circulation being regulated by the business needs of the couutryit
is governed by the price of United States bonds. The price of bouds may be such as

to induce banks to surrender their circulation at the very time when there is a legiti-

mate demand for more circulation.

That is rather a wider scope of his remark than confines it merely to

the question of unjust expense thrown by the operations of one bank
upon the eutire association of banks.

Mr. Gilfillan. There is no doubt that the elasticity of currency, as

it is called, is affected by the premium on the bonds.
Senator Allison. There is no doubt of that ; I can see that.

Mr. Gilfillan. As to whether premium governs to a large extent,

you will see on page 35 of the Treasurer's report that during the fiscal

year 1880, $24,973,950 of 4 per cent, bonds were withdrawn. The de-

sire to realize premium had a great deal to do with the withdrawal of

these 4 per cent, bonds. In order to obtain the bonds to sell they were
forced to reduce the circulation or directly substitute other bonds.

ihe Chairman. What is the remedy you would suggest for that ?

Mr. Gilfillan. When the paragraph was written it was not in ex-

pectation that there would be a change in the law, but that there might
be some regulation of the department adopted that a bank should not in-

crease its circulation while it was on the books of the department as

reducing its circulation.

The Chairman. At page 22 you suggest to " confine the operation of

the fourth sectioM of the act of June 20, 1874, to cases where banks had
formed a well-considered intention to permanently curtail their circula-

tion, and would relieve the United States from the expense of issuing

notes to banks only to have them forthwith returned for destruction.^'

Would not that very fact, permanently curtailing the circulation, destroy
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the very feature of elasticity whicn is iuteuded to be a measure of tem-
porary relief? That is to say, you have more currency when more cur-

rency is needed, and retire it when its use becomes less profitable.

Mr. GiLFiLLAN. Then the only question is whether the volume of notes

redeemed by the Treasurer, which has averaged $170,000,000 annually

under section 3 of the act of 1874, would be great enough for the pur-

poses of the national banks desiring to reduce their circulation.

The Chairman. If there be a deposit of United States Treasury
notes to await the redemption of national currency which is sought to

be retired there is no change in the volume at all?

Mr. GiLFiLLAN. Of course the United States notes that are deposited
are immediately taken out of the circulation of the country.

The Chairman. Do you hold, therefore, that there is an increased
volume in the circulating medium by the operation that you have de-

cribed here of the banking !

Mr. GiLFiLLAN. An increase?
The Chairman. That is to say, if a bank having $100,000 of circulat-

ing notes, for which United States bonds have been deposited as security,

desiring to take up those bonds for any purpose, for sale or otherwise,

brings $100,000 of Treasury notes and deposits them, that entitles it to

two things, to a return of the bonds that it deposited originally as se-

curity, and to exoneration from any liability for its outstanding cur-

renc3\ Is not that the result ?

Mr. Gil FILLAN. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. Then the United States notes deposited in lieu of,

and I will say for the redemption of the national-bank currency, are
immediately issued again by the Treasurer, or do they await as a fund
the redemption of the outstanding notes of that bank as the notes
delivered to that bank by the government!
Mr. GiLFiLLAN. Those identical notes might be paid out, but in pay-

ing tliose out of course the same amount of money of some other kind
is retained.

The Chairman. That is what I wanted to know, whether when a
bank returned $100,000 of Treasury notes to the Treasury, and obtained
thereby the bonds that had been deposited as security for the circula-

tion issued to them under the form of a bank, that bank circulation,

would be still outstanding?
Mr. GiLFiLLAN. Yes, sir.

Tbe Chairman. But the $100,000 Treasury notes would be held to
cancel it so far as the bank was concerned?
Mr. GILFILLAN. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. But that $100,000 would be retained as a fund for

the ultimate redemption of that amount ?

Mr. GiLFiLLAN. Yes, sir.

The Chairman. And never issued?
Mr. GiLFiLLAN. Never issued, but held as a fund. We do not speak

now of the identical money. The fund is always there.
The Chairman. Then there is no increase of circulation b^^ means of

this exchange, but there may be a diminution when it is a i)ermanent
retirement of the notes ?

Mr. GiLFiLLAN. Yes, sir. What was meant by permanent intention to
reduce is that banks shovdd not increase before their deposit of United
States notes was exhausted.

Senator Kernan. That is, if they did then issue other bonds to get
$100,000 more of currency, and put that out, that would increase the
currency to some extent.
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Mr. GiLFiLLAN. That would increase the currency, but if they had de-
posited $50,000 of United States notes to retire circulation, they shonld
wait until $50,000 of their notes was retired before they are granted an
increase of circulation.

Senator Kernan. Why should they do that? If there is need of
more currency what harm is it? Where is the objection!
Mr. GiLFiLLAN. There is not any objection if it is done legitimately;

but that would be to a small extent probably.
Senator Allison. Suppose $10,000 of this $50,000 had been redeemed

;

suppose this $50,000 fund for instance had been reduced to $40,000, then
would it not be fair and legitimate for a bank to step in and deposit
bonds enough to take $10,000 more of currency I

Mr. GiLFiLLAN. There might be less objection to that.

Senator Allison. In other words, your idea is that they should not
have $50,000 of circulation represented by United States notes in the
Treasury, and $50,000 more circulation out ?

Mr. GILFILLAN. Yes, sir.

Senator Allison. But if they reduce their circulation by redemptions
in the Treasury to that extent there would be no objection ?

Mr. GiLFiLLAN. Ko objection if the reducing bank shared in the ex-
pense. The retirement of the circulation, if all the notes that came in

for redemption under the third section of the act were canceled, would
be very rapid. You see it has averaged $170,000,000 a year during the
last six years, or nearly half of the outstanding national-bank circulation
annually. The question is whether that is not as rapid as the public inter-

ests would permit the circulation to be curtailed. It might not suit an
individual bank j its notes might not come in rapidly enough, but any
general reduction of the circulation could be made that way very
rapidly.

The Chairman. I have always understood that the great and funda-
mental protection of the interposition of a system of banks between the
Treasurj^ and the public was in the fact that when a i:>aper currency
became redundant it was in the power of the bank to retire it, but the
government could not ; that the bank could and would retire it under
the exigencies of commercial demand and supply ; no matter what may
be the motive for the banks, the fact of the sudden and vacillating

premiums upon the bonds, has induced them, it seems, at this time
alone, to retire the currency for the purpose of getting hold of the
bonds, in order to avail themselves of the premium by a sale ; but the
question is whether you suggest, and whether it is wise, that you should
take from the bank, the power of retiring currency by returning it to

the Treasury, and taking up their bonds whenever they find that that
currency cannot be x^rofitably used under the exigencies of commercial
demand.
Mr. GiLFiLLAN. That is the point, whether aside from the redemp-

tion by the Treasury of their circulation the banks also need this other
method, which is furnished by the fourth section of the act of June 20,

1874, to enable them to reduce more rapidly than can be done by the
ordinary redemption through the Treasurer's office.

Senator Morrill. Is it not a convenience and a ^eat benefit to the
country when the cotton is to be moved, when the corn crop is to be
moved, out West, that there should be some power on the part of the
banks to increase their circulation, and then at other seasons of the
year, for seven or eight months when they do not want it, to retire it?

If this system allows that to be done is it not of some public benefit?

Mr. GiLFiLLAN. That is the legitimate object of section 4, but in its^
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practical working it fails; the so-called elasticifcy is restricted by the
fact that banks are not willing generally to expend funds in their pos-
session to buy bonds at a i^reiuium in order to get a less amount in
circulation for the convenience of the country, and have not done so.

This last summer there was a demand for circulation, which was not
su})])lied by tlie banks, and the Treasury was compelled to issue over
$30,000,000 of silver certificates and add to the circulation of the
country.

Senator Kernan. And silver dollars?
Senator MoRRiLi>. But if we had refunded, and the bonds became

stable, so that there would not be any greater lluctuatiou than there
is in English consols, would not this principle in the existing laws be
of some service to the country ?

Mr. GiLFiLLAN. Doubtless, the nearer bonds are to par the more
stable the circulation will be.

Senator Wallace. Would not that stability follow naturally from
the fact that only one class of bonds bearing one rate of interest were
'attainable by the national banks for the purpose of obtaining circula-
tion ; a class of bonds that would sell at or near par, and would pay
the world's rate of interest *? Would not that tend to bring that sta-
bility?

Mr. GiLFiLLAN. Yes, sir ; it would tend to bring stability.

Senator Kernan. In other words, they would hardly be tempted to
refrain from getting circulation when it was needed, if there was a bond
in the market that was always not much above par.

Senator Wallace. And if that bond was the only bond the bank
could deposit for circulation.

Senator Kernan. Supposing it was not the only bond, it would be
the low one, the one they would take, being so much lower than the
others.

Senator Allison. Can a bank now, under the operations of the Treas-
ury, having bonds bearing 4 per cent, interest, say, apply to the Treas-
ury for the privilege of withdrawing 4 per cents, and substitute there-
for, without reference to the currency, 4J per cents ?

Mr. GiLFiLLAN. Yes, sir ; under section 5167, Eevised Statutes.
Senator Allison. That exchange of bonds can go on, leaving their

currency as it stands ?

Mr. GiLFiLLAN. Yes, sir.

Senator Allison In other words, if a bank holding 4 per cent, bonds
as security for circulation, after this funding bill shall become a law,
desired to withdraw those 4'8, could they do so and substitute, the 3J's
or 3's without any disturbance of their circulation !

Mr. GiLFiLLAN. Yes, sir.

Senator Allison. That process can go on.
Mr. GiLFiLLAN. It is going on all the time.
Senator Allison. They are exchanging one class of bonds for another

bond.
Mr. GILFILLAN. One bond for another, whenever a bank makes the

request.

Senator Allison. I wanted to know if that was under the regular
operation of the Treasury. Of course that seems to be a very wise pro-
vision.

Senator Beck. I should like to ask whether you have seen any occa-
sion to modify the recommendations of your report in regard to the re-
duction and increase of national-bank circulation on pages 19, 20, and
21 of the report, and, if so, in what regard would you modify the state-
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ments tlierein made, or are the facts therein stated according to your
understanding yet true?
Mr. GiLFiLLAN. They are true, and I see no reason to modify them

now.
Senator Beck. You gave an illustration at the top of page 21, where,

tinder the process of contracting and expanding at various times, you
say:

At one time there were in actual circulation

—

Of the bank which you use as an illustration

—

$852,550 of its notes, although the highest amount ever borne on its books was
$450,000.

Mr. GiLFELLAN. That is a true statement.
Senator Beck. Was there ever at any time more than $500,000 of

bonds deposited by that bank to secure its circulation'? ^
Mr. GiLFiLLAN. Not in bonds. The excess was covered by United

States notes deposited in the Treasury.
Senator Beck. I Avill come to that directly. It never had more than

$500,000 of bonds at any one time, even when it had $852,550 of its

notes outstanding ?

Mr. GiLFiLLAN. That is all it was required to have. I do not think
it had more.

Senator Beck. Therefore the only surety for the other $400,000 was
legal-tender notes of the United States on deposit ?

Mr. GiLFiLLAN. Yes, sir.

Senator Beck. There was no margin of 10 per cent, or any other i)er

cent, deposited with the Treasurer for that amount of currency ?

Senator Kernan. The legal-tenders are par.

The Chairman. But there was no margin ?

Mr. GiLFiLLAN. There was no margin except on that portion covered
by United States bonds.

Senator Beck. Was there any other security for the $400,000 of the
notes of this bank in excess of the $450,000 borne upon its books, ex-

cept the legal-tender notes of the United States ?

Mr. GiLFiLLAN. There was not.

Senator Beck. Do you understand that that was a compliance with
the spirit, of the law which required bonds of, say, $100,000 for every
$90,000 of currency that was issued, or was it not a violation of the spirit

of that law merely to have legal tender notes and no bonds deposited ?

Mr. GiLFiLLAN. It was in compliance with the construction placed
upon the 4th section of the act of June 20th, 1874, which it is now con-

templated to repeal.

Senator Beck. Section 5 of this bill proposes to repeal that and to

restore sections 5159 and 5160 of the Revised Statutes. If that is done,

will not each bank that seeks to retire its circulation have to deposit its

own notes instead of greenbacks, and thus make that condition of things

impossible ?

Mr. GiLFiLLAN. That would be the effect.

Senator Beck. Is not that a safer system than the system that you
have set forth in the illustration you have given of the operations of

this bank on pages 20 and 21 of your report ? Safer for the depositors,

safer for the stockholders, and it i^revents all this operation of your
printing large quantities of notes at the expense of the United States,

or of the other banks, for people who see fit to gamble in fetocks aii<l

bonds ?

Mr. GiLFiLLAN. It would be more economical for the United States^
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Senator Beck. Is it not safer for the stockholders as well, and for

the depositors, to have bonds of the United States always to the amount?
Mr. GiLFiLLAN. It would be for the interest of the stockholders with-

out doubt, to the extent of the margin on the bonds and premium over

and above the amount of the circulating notes outstanding.

Senator Morrill. Does not that depend upon the fact whether the
United States notes become depreciated in value so as to be worth less

than a hundred cents on the dollar !

Mr. GiLFiLLAN. The value of the notes deposited is out of the ques-

tion.

Senator Morrill. If the United States notes are worth one hundred
cents on the dollar then the security is good, is it not I

Mr. GiLFiLLAN. It is good for the note-holder, but SenatorBeck speaks
of the stockholders of the bank.

Senator Beck. It is simply good, dollar for dollar, to the note holder,

but it is not as good as a United States bond at par would be, when
there is only 90 per cent, of circulation represented by that bond.

Senator Allison. If instead of $90,000, you had $1,500,000 of bonds
deposited and a margin of 50 per cent., would not the stockholders be
still better off!

Senator KernAN. The stockholders would not get much dividends,
but the creditors would be better off.

The Chairman. As I understand Mr. Beck's question it is very full

of meaning (there is no doubt about that j it is one that has suggested
itself to my mind before), that under the operation of a law that was in-

tended to permit of elasticity in the volume of currency there can be
worked a wholesale substitution of the security for the national- bank
currency. Under the present banking act, the general act, the notes
delivered to the banks for their circulation were secured by a deposit of
bonds ten per cent, in excess of the face amount of the notes. They
were secured by the liability of the stockholders for the amount of their
subscriptions. They were secured by the reserve kept in the bank
under the banking act ', but when a bank not able or willing to procure its

own circulating notes originally delivered to it by the Treasury shall take
an equal number of United States notes and deposit them, then you have
a substitution of an equal number of United States notes for the national-
bank currency without any of the security offered by the ten per cent*
excess of the bank, the liability of the stockholder, or the reserve re-

quired to be kept in the bank. That is the effect.

Senator Beck. That is the whole case.

The Chairman. That is the whole working of this law, and the ques^-
tion is whether or not it needs amendment.
Senator Allison. I want to make a suggestion. Is there not a con-

fusion of terms in this, that these United States notes are not held a t
all as security, but they are the absolute redemption of those outstand-
ing ?

Senator Morrill. And in advance ?

Senator Allison. And in advance really ; because the national bank
says :

«^ Instead of paying out to A. B. and C. D., who hold my notes, I
redeem these notes absolutely, according to law, by depositing the
money in the Treasury "

j and A. B. and C. D. go to the Treasury for
their redemption, and not to the bank itself. So that the notes out-
standing, for which United States notes are deposited in the Treasury^
are not notes of the bank at all. They are notes that are practically
redeemed by the bank, and in the Treasury.
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Senatx)r Morrill. And wliicb. might have been redeemed from each
individual bolder.

The Chairman. They are paid by a promise to pay ; they are paid
by paper which is arbitrarily made a compulsory legaf tender, and has
not a cent of value in itself.

Senator Allison. Undoubtedly ; but suppose a bank, instead of pay-
ing greenbacks into the Treasury, shall put gold eagles into the Treasury.

-

The Chairman. Then that is payment.
Senator Allison. That is redemj)tion. Then we come back to a

question of terms as to whether the greenback is money or not. If Mr..
Beck is raising that question with you, that is another "thing. 1
The Chairman. I am very glad to have the question brought right to

that point.

Senator Allison. If the greenbacks are not money, then Mr. Beck
ia right.

'

The Chairman. Greenbacks are not money ; thej' are nothing but a
promise to pay money. My idea is that payment means payment and
not a promise of payment.

Senator Beck. My whole object in questioning the Treasurer is be-
cause I am one of those who believe that the House acted wisely in re-

pealing the section under which the^e possibilities exist and restoring
sections 5159 and 5160 of the Revised Statutes, which require the banks
to deposit their own notes themselves instead of requiring us to print
new notes, up and down, and keep out double the amount of their cur-
rency only secured by anything, in violation of the law, and also which re-

quires them to keep bonds to the amount of one-third of the circulation,
and to repeal that provision, which reduces thebonds down to $50,000, as in
the notable case of the Bank of Missouri, where ithadtwo million and a half
of capital, and ought to have had, and would have had, under sections5159
and 5160, $833,000 of bonds, and yet when it failed it only had $50,000, and
its stockholders and its depositors and everybody else suffered because
of the construction of the act of 1874. I want to make these things im-
possible, and I am questioning the Treasurer to see whether or not in

his opinion a repeal of that section and the restoration of the other
sections would not be safer for depositors, stockholders, and the busi-

ness of the countiy generally. Mr. Knox having given a judgment
against it, I want to know if the Treasurer does not give his opinion in

\

favor of the 5th section. I want to ask him the question now, whether

'

he thinks section 5, repealing section 4 of the act of June 20, 1874, and'
sections 5159 and 5160, would not be a safe and wise provision to make.
Mr. GiLFiLLAN. I believe that the re-enactment of sections 5159 and

5160 would be for the benefit of the stockholders, and would facilitate j

refunding the debt. So far as the business of the Treasury is concerned,
|

I am in favor of the repeal of the 4th section of the act of June 20, 1874,
J

because it causes useless exi)euse to the government and tends to de-

range the circulation of the country.
Senator Kernan. And tlie re-enactment of the two sections named !

Mr. GiLFiLLAN. Yes, sir.

Senator Allison. What relation has the repeal of the 4th section

and the substitution of the two other sections to the question of fund-
ing the public debt, if any ?

Mr. GiLFiLLAN. The repeal of the 4th section of the act of June 20,

1874, would facilitate funding by retarding the withdrawal of bonds
held as security for circulating notes and preventing a possible suddt ii

contraction of the currency.
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Senator Allison. It is a mere regulation of the Treasury for the con-
venience of the Treasurer !

Mr. GiLFiLLAN. The re-enactment of sections 5159 and 5160, of
course, forbids the reduction of the amount of United States bonds on
deposit in the Treasury below one-third of the capital of the national
banks.
Senator Allison. Do you think it would have any effect one way or

the other upon the refunding process under this proposed law ?

Mr. GriLFiLLAN. By increasing the amount of bonds to be kept on
deposit in the Treasury by national banks beyond the amount to which
they may now reduce, as existing law is now interpreted, it is an aid to
refunding.

Senator Allison. And, so far as it is a compulsory process, if the
bonds should fall beloAV par it would then find a market for that num-
ber, whatever it would be.

Mr. GiLFiLLAN. Yes, sir ; but I do not suppose Congress would de-
sire to compel national banks bo take a bond below par.

Senator Wallace. They could only be compelled to take about
sixty millions of dollars, as I understood the Comptroller of the Currency
day before yesterday.

Senator Allison. Do you think it would be wise or unwise to make
a provision here which would operate compulsorily upon any portion of
the people with reference to taking the bonds.

Mr. GiLFiLLAN. In that view of it, it might be unwise to compel the
banks to hold any particular class of bonds.

Senator Beck. I forgot to ask a question of the Secretary of the Treas-
ury when he was here, when something was said about the rate of in-

terest on English consols ranging for the last twenty-five years from an
average of about 3J to 3 J, as a reason for supposing that we could not
refund at 3 per cent. Do you know whether the English consols are
subject to taxation, and whether incomes in England, derived from con-
sols, are also taxed as well as any others ?

Mr. GiLFiLLAN. No, sir ; I have not looked into that subject.
I wish to say in regard to the remark of Senator Wallace, that, as the

law now stands interpreted by the Department of Justice, the national
banks can reduce the bonds in the hands of the Treasurer of the United
States as security for circulation to $60,000,000, but with the re-enact-
ment of those two sections they could not reduce below $ 1 52,500,000.

Senator Wallaces. But taking the 5th section as it stands here, and
making a compulsory market for the bonds that are to be treated as
the bonds in which we refund our debt, I understood the Comptroller to
say that we could only make a compulsory market to-day for about
$60,000,000?
Mr. GiLFiLLAN. As the 5th section stands you can compel them to

keep all they have and to hold the present amount of bonds, which is

$359,000,000, unless reduced by the cancellation of circulating notes.
Senator Morrill. Could you compel those who have 4J's on deposit?
Mr. GiLFiLLAN. I do not suppose that is the intentfon of the 5th

section.

Senator Wallace. That is the point exactly. I understood the
Comptroller very clearly to say that a compulsory market for only
$60,000,000 could be made under the 5th section. Therefore you could
compel the national banks to surrender the whole of their bonds to
what extent and take the 3's ?

Mr. GiLFiLLAN. I had not looked at it in that light ; but it will cer-

5 N D
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tainly compel tliem to have of United States bonds the present amount

for the time being, until reduced by cancellation of circulation.

Senator Wallace. 1 have no doubt of that.

Mr. GiLFiLLAN. If those two sections are not re-enacted, they need

have but $60,000,000 in bonds of any kind on deposit. I do not suppose

that the 5th section would compel them absolutely to withdraw all their

bonds and replace them with the new bonds.

Senator Beck. The 4^'s of 1891, and the 4's of 1007 you cannot com-

pel them to take.

Mr. GiLFiLLAN. I think it is not compulsory as to bonds now on de-

posit.
^ , ,

-- ,

Senator Wallace. Only as those bonds become due and can be called.

If they continue their circulation, they must deposit 3 per cents and 3

per cents alone ?

Mr. GiLFiLLAN. I suppose if banks wish to exchange the bonds on

deposit for others, they must exchange them for the new bonds.

Senator Allison. That is, the process going on now could not go on

except for new bonds.

Mr. GiLFiLLAN. I suppose that is the effect of the 5th section.

Senator Morrill. Under the existing laws as they have been, there

does not seem to be much disposition on the part of the whole country

to increase the stock of national banks. Do you suppose that passmg

the 5th section would have a tendency to induce people to embark more

largely their capital in national banks, or would it diminish the amount

that is already there ?

Mr. GiLFiLLAN. I suppose that would depend more on the status ot

the bonds in the market and the state of business than anything else.

The Ohahoian. In the process of depositing United States notes and

the withdrawal of United States bonds by a bank, leaving the notes

originally issued to such bank still outstanding, is there any possibihty

of an increase in the volunje of currency ?

Mr. GiLFiLLAN. Not in that operation; not in that one transaction.

The CHAIR3IAN. I have reference to the process.

Mr. GILFILLAN. Of course vou do not refer now to the national-bank

circulatioii ? In speaking of an increase of circulation you refer to the

circulation of the country, not of the national-bank notes'?

The Chairman. The volume of paper currency, that which consists

of United States notes and what are termed national-bank notes. I

want to know whether, bv the proceedings which you referred to and

described in your report, of depositing United States notes for the pur-

pose ot taking up bonds which were originally placed there as security

for the notes issued to the banks, there is any possibility by that pro-

cess of expanding the volume of the paper currency?

Senator Morkill. In the aggregate?

The Chairman. In the aggregate.

Mr. GILFILLAN. No, sir; not in the aggregate.

The Chairman. It would seem there was none, to me, but I thought

I would ask you as an expert upon that subject.

Mr. GILFILLAN. No, sir ; it has not occurred.

Senator Beck. Is it not possible, on the other hand, to the extent

that the Uiitioual banks hold greenbacks in their possession, that they

could, if it was their interest, deposit simultaneously the amount ot

greenbacks that they have, whether it was one or two hundred millions,

withdraw their bonds, and contract their circulation to that extent m a

day ?

Mr. GILFILLAN. Yes, sir.
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Senator Beck. But if they had to collect their own notes and bring
them in, they would have to do it much more slowly ?

Mr. GiLFiLLAN. Yes; it would be more gradual.

Senator Allison. But could they not under that same process gather
up their notes and at a given day do the same thing ?

Mr. GiLFiLLAN. Yes, sir.

Senator Morrill. Is it dependent solely upon the amount of funds
that they have to loan ? Is there any sort of danger or apprehension in

any quarter that they will ever do that for the simple purpose of con-
tractiug the currency ?

Mr. GiLFiLL AN. Either process might become detrimental to the public
interests. Existing law makes both possible. The fifth section will

prevent excessive contraction by deposit of United States notes, and
leaves redundant bank circulation to gradually find its way back to the
banks by the natural process of being voluntarily surrendered by the
holders to the Treasury for redemption.

Senator Mokrill. But my i)oint is, whether a bank which depends
upon loaning its capital, its bills, such as it has on hand, would be
likely to put then) out of its hands where it could not loan them ?

Mr. GiLFiLLAN. No, sir; the only way they could get them back
would be to sell the bonds. They would lose the use of their funds
temporarily and suffer loss of interest, possibly.

The committee adjourned.
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